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Abstract

Many ecological communities show variation from place to place; understanding the causes of this variation is the goal of community ecology. Differences in
community composition will be the result of both stochastic and deterministic
processes. However, it is difficult to know to what degree deterministic processes will shape community composition. In this thesis I combined observational and experimental approaches to quantify deterministic processes within
a particular ecological community – they phytotelmata of bromeliad plants.
In my thesis I describe three studies at different scales of organization: 1) do
organisms of different size respond equally to changes in their environment
2) how do predators interact to influence prey survival 3) what mechanisms
underly the response of similar species to the same environmental gradient,
bromeliad size.
In Chapter 1, I tested an hypothesis developed from previous observational data – that smaller organisms respond less than larger ones to the
same environmental gradient – different bromeliad species that occur under
different forest canopies. After removing variation caused by dispersal, I
found that environmental variation explained little variation for bacteria, more
for zooplankton and most of all for macroinvertebrates. In my second chapter,
I examined ecological determinism on a smaller scale – within a single trophic
level (macroinvertebrate predators). I found that predators may interfere with
each other, reducing predation rates and increasing prey survival. In Chapter
3, I examine macroinvertebrate responses to bromeliad volume. I use both
null models and a field experiment to show that for at least one such pair, a
difference in abiotic tolerances may be the plausible mechanism.
ii

Together these results illustrate when, and to what degree, bromeliad communities respond to deterministic factors. All three chapters first demonstrate
a pattern, testing it against a suitable null distribution, before attempting
to quantify possible mechanisms with a field experiment. This combination
of observation and experiment is an approach which can contribute to our
understanding of how ecological systems work.
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Preface

All three chapters in this thesis are original work. The ideas for all chapters
were developed by A. A. M. MacDonald and supervisor D. S. Srivastava and
were written by A.A.M.M.D. as manuscripts and edited by the co-authors.
Chapter 2 is co-authored with D. S. S., Vinicius Farjalla and Flavia Lima and
Alice Campos. V.F. contributed field support and advice on experimental
design, while F.L. performed the DGGE analysis of bacterial diversity and
A.C counted protists. Chapter 3 is co-authored with D. S. S. and G. Q. Romero,
who contributed to the ideas and field support. Chapter 4 is co-authored with
D. S. S., who also collected the observational data used in that chapter, while
A.A.M.M.D. collected the experimental data. Field work was completed by
A.A.M.M.D. with field assistants Aline Nishi (Chapter 3) and Pedro Trasmonte
(Chapter 2 and 4). All programming and analysis for all chapters was completed by A.A.M.M.D.
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c h a pter 1

Introduction

Observation and experiment are the two fundamental approaches to understanding ecological systems. In this thesis I use a combination of observation,
null models, and experimental manipulation to understand what structures
aquatic communities in bromeliads. Observational data are a critical first step
in documenting patterns in the natural world. Null models enhance observational data, as they attempt to represent how these patterns may have occurred
in the absence of a particular ecological process. As such, when observations
exceed the bounds of a null model, they offer a tantalizing suggestion that the
proposed process might actually be occurring. Experiments can then identify
and isolate which precise process is occurring, and measure its magnitude.
Process is essential to our ability to generalize our results beyond any one
specific system.
But which processes generate patterns of biodiversity in nature that ecologists seek to explain? Vellend (Vellend, 2010) contends that the myriad of
different processes that determine ecological communities can be grouped into
four categories, analogous to the four processes which underlie evolutionary
change: drift, selection, speciation and dispersal. These processes interact
to create the variation we see among natural communities. Ecological drift
is the temporal variation in the relative abundances of species caused by
the sequence of demographic events within each species. Dispersal is the
movement of organisms or propagules from the regional pool into a local
site, which can introduce new species into a local community. Speciation
1
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introduces new species simultaneously into a community and the regional
species pool, and ecological ‘selection’ determines which particular species
persist in a local patch. Ecological selection refers to the processes which
result in a higher fitness of a given species in a particular environment relative
to all other species present. The similarity between this process and that of
natural selection within a population is only an analogy, substituting the performance of species for those of genes. The deterministic nature of ecological
selection results in a nonrandom association between either species and the
environment, or species and each other.
Ecological selection can be predicted by morphological and behavioural
traits of organisms – i.e., their functional traits. This assumes the existence of
niche-based processes in structuring communities. The niche is the combination of resource concentrations, and abiotic and biotic conditions that allow
a population to persist. Since the phenotype of organisms determines the
response of the organism to particular resources or conditions, it stands to reason that the different traits of organisms then relate to their niche. Traits, however, are notoriously difficult to measure. Ecologists have therefore proposed
phylogeny as a possible substitute for detailed trait information. This approach assumes that similarity between species in ecologically-relevant traits
is correlated with the amount of shared evolutionary history. Phylogeny may
go beyond being a (questionable) substitute for measured traits, and even
represent traits which are difficult to measure (Cadotte et al., 2008; Srivastava
et al., 2012). Thus, nonrandom patterns of either phylogeny or traits are often
used as a means of identifying where niche-based processes are operating.
However, this is not always the case (Mayfield and Levine, 2010).
The four general categories of ecological processes probably operate in
every system on Earth. However, they cannot be studied everywhere, usually
because of the “problem of scale” (Levin, 1992): many systems are too big,

2
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or too slow to develop.

Therefore, several empirical ecologists have pur-

sued the study of smaller, simpler systems (often referred to as “mesocosms”
or “microcosms”, to separate them from larger and more complex systems.
This has often been argued to be the case for natural (Srivastava et al., 2004)
and artificial (Fox, 2007) mesocosms and microcosms. Bromeliads are a key
system because their small size makes them tractable to rapid observation
and manipulative experiment. Bromeliads are home to a wide variety of
animals. These animals interact in a complex food web including competitors,
predators, and even mutualists. Although the habitats are small, they are
neither homogeneous nor very similar to each other – bromeliads are found
in a staggering variety of sites and microhabitats. Even within a habitat, they
span several orders of magnitude in size, from very small (~10ml) to very large
(>5L) plants.

Fi g u re 1.1: Photos of restinga vegetation in Brazil. Restingas are dry, sandy
habitats that occur in coastal sites within the Atlantic Rainforest in Brazil. On
the left is a forested or “closed” restinga which was the location for Chapters
3 and 4. On the right is a more exposed or “open” restinga, the site of Chapter
2
In this thesis, I take the approach outlined above and apply it to the
tractable model system of bromeliad food webs. I use a combination of observations and experiments to examine how deterministic and stochastic pro-
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cesses affect the structure and functioning of these communities. In each
chapter I compare observations against specific null models, to estimate which
processes might be at work. Then, using manipulative experiments, I test
mechanisms suggested by the null models. I examine two sources of ecological
selection: the environment (abiotic) or other organisms (biotic). Differences
in the abiotic environment select for the presence of different species; this
is called habitat filtering. Habitat filtering has many meanings (Southwood,
1977; Kraft et al., 2015) but in general refers to a conceptually simple process:
among those subset of species which arrive in a given patch, those who persist
must be able to tolerate both the abiotic and biotic conditions of that patch.
In Chapter 2, I consider the question of which types of organism (bacteria, zooplankton or macroinvertebrates) show the strongest degree of habitat
filtering. Here, bromeliads offer a rare opportunity to compare the community structure of these three organisms types - differing in body size by
many orders of magnitude- over the exact same habitat gradient. In Chapter
3, I first identify the frequent co-occurrence of predators with one another
in bromeliads and overlap in diets. This suggests the potential for strong
predator-predator interactions, which theoretically can have both antagonistic
and synergistic effects on prey. I use this as an opportunity to determine
how the phylogenetic diversity of predators affects their impact on prey and
ecosystem functions. In Chapter 4, I analyze the differences between two
congeneric species which have very different responses to habitat size. In this
chapter, I also demonstrate that invertebrate species that live in bromeliads
have a strikingly different response to bromeliad size.

4
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Smaller organisms are less strongly structured by
environmental variation

2 .1

introduction

One of the most profound differences between organisms is their body size.
Small and large organisms can differ in population size, growth rates, morphological complexity, genome size, and modes of dispersal. This scaling of
biological processes with organism size has often been used to explain differences in the spatial distribution of small and large organisms. Microscopic
organisms such as bacteria and plankton are often globally distributed, while
larger organisms have more geographically restricted distributions (Fenchel
and Finlay, 2004). Even within landscapes, there is some evidence that the
occurrence of such microscopic organisms responds less to environmental
gradients than does the occurrence of larger organisms (Farjalla et al., 2012;
Fierer et al., 2011). However, while such differences in distribution suggest
that the suite of processes underlying community assembly differ between
small and large organisms, it is difficult to determine which process is driving
this difference. There are at least two possible mechanisms that may make
communities of smaller organisms more widely distributed. First, smaller organisms could have larger environmental tolerances, allowing them to occupy
broader fundamental niches. Second, smaller organisms could have greater
dispersal abilities, allowing them to reach more habitats.

5
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Smaller organisms may have broader environmental tolerances for several
reasons. First, their small body size allows habitat heterogeneity to affect them
at very small scales: smaller organisms are able to find tolerable microhabitats, while organisms that experience the environment at a coarser grain may
not detect a similar variation in the environment. This biological difference
between small and large organisms can be compounded by the macroscopic
grain at which organisms are typically observed by researchers, which averages over any microscopic-scale variation in distribution. Secondly, singlecelled organisms may be able to use multiple carbon sources (Langenheder
and Ragnarsson, 2007) allowing them to survive in a greater range of habitats.
Very small organisms are also more likely to possess resting stages when a
habitat is unfavorable (e.g. cysts for protists, tun state for tardigrades) or to
propagate by means of a resistant life history stage such as spores. At the
population level, small organisms may persist in a habitat if they are able to
adapt to local conditions by virtue of their short generation times and high
population sizes. In the case of bacteria, genetic adaptation can also involve
the uptake and use of environmental DNA.
Alternatively, small organisms may be widely distributed because they are
able to get to more places faster. There is substantial evidence that microscopic
organisms such as bacteria, viruses, protists and plankton may be able to
disperse further than larger organisms; amongst these microscopic organisms,
the smallest disperse the furthest.

The classic “everything is everywhere

and the environment selects” hypothesis of Baas Becking (1934) suggests that
smaller organisms are not limited by dispersal barriers or distance but instead
are found globally, emerging from resistant stages in favorable environments
(Huszar et al., 2015). Many bacteria and zooplankton have passive dispersal, traveling long distances by wind or water currents, or by phoresy. In
contrast, larger animals (but not larger plants) usually have active dispersal;

6
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for example, adult insects actively choose sites to oviposit. At the scale of
landscapes, active dispersal could result in a close association between distribution and environmental variables, assuming that active dispersal behaviour
is adapted to maximize fitness. However, at continental and global scales, the
limited distances covered by active dispersers might prevent larger animals
from reaching suitable places. This would weaken the association between
environment and distribution for larger animals.
It has been difficult to determine whether differences in distribution between small and large organisms is caused by differences in the strength of
environmental filtering or dispersal limitation. There are three reasons for
this. First, the distribution of micro-and macroscopic organisms has rarely
been compared within the same system. This creates a problem of scale,
with studies of many macroscopic organisms occurring on much smaller spatial scales than those of microscopic organisms. Second, when we rely on
observational data alone, we have a limited ability to infer environmental
filtering. This is because environment, space and dispersal are often correlated.
Previous researchers have used variance partitioning to separate the effects
of environment from space, but this approach has limitations (Gilbert and
Bennett, 2010). For example, Smith and Lundholm (2010) found that spatiallycorrelated dispersal contributed to both spatial and environmental partitions
of variance in community composition. Third, dispersal limitation and environmental filtering can mask each other. A species can only be filtered by a
site’s environment when it can reach the site, so a community experiencing
equally strong dispersal and environmental limitation can may show mainly
the former in variance partitioning (Smith and Lundholm, 2010; De Bie et al.,
2012). A special case of this problem occurs when an actively-dispersing
species is not found in a site. It is impossible to determine if this is because the
environment makes dispersal unlikely or establishment unlikely. For example,

7
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an insect larva may be missing from a location because its parent was deterred
from ovipositing in the environment or because the larvae could not withstand
the environment. An experiment that removes dispersal limitation for all
organisms is therefore a stronger test of the relative effects of environment on
species composition. We are aware of no study that experimentally removes
dispersal limitation for both micro- and macroscopic organisms in the same
system, simultaneously, to reveal environmental filtering. We conducted such
an experiment, using bromeliad phytotelmata as a model community.
Here we provide a robust test of the strength of environmental filtering
for these three organism types by experimentally dispersing all species to
all habitats, and examining whether the original habitat-based patterns in
composition re-emerged. We predicted:
1. If environmental filtering, but not dispersal limitation, increases with organism size, we would predict that habitat (species identity of containing
bromeliad) would affect the composition of communities of large-bodied
organisms more than those of small-bodied organisms(Figure 2.1a).
2. If instead only dispersal limitation increased with organism size, we
would expect that any apparent effect of habitat on community composition was an artifact of spatial autocorrelation and would be erased
by our removal of dispersal limitation (Figure 2.1b).
3. If both environmental filtering and dispersal limitation increased with
organism size, we would predict an intermediate scenario (Figure 2.1c).
St u dy system — Bromeliads are common in the Neotropics and contain
many species of macroinvertebrates, especially insects (Frank and Lounibos,
2009), zooplankton (Petermann et al., 2015b), and bacteria (Haubrich et al.,
2009). Importantly, different species of bromeliad grow in different habitats,

8
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and this habitat variation is correlated with differences among their communities (Marino et al., 2012). Previous observations in this system show that this
environmental variation is closely associated with variation in macroinvertebrate composition, weakly associated with variation in zooplankton communities and almost uncorrelated with variation in bacterial communities (Farjalla

Environment R2

et al., 2012).

a

b

c

Organism size

Fi g u re 2 . 1: Illustration of the possible patterns resulting from our
experiment. Previous observations have already shown that community
composition of larger animals is more strongly related to environmental
differences than is composition of smaller organisms (solid line, all figures). In
our experiment we remove differences among community composition, and
observe the subsequent return of these differences as caused by environment
(dashed lines).
There are three possible outcomes.
If differences in
composition are caused by an increase in sensitivity to the environment (with
increasing organism size), then we should see a match between the amount
of environmental signal before and after the experiment (1a). If differences
in composition are caused by biased dispersal, we should see no difference
between organism types after the experimental homogenization (1b). Finally,
an intermediate scenario (1c) results when both environment and biased
dispersal contributed to the original pattern.

2 .2

methods

E x p erimental design — We performed this experiment in the same
location and along the same gradient of environmental variation (bromeliad
9
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species in different habitats) as Farjalla et al. (2012). Both their study and ours
took place in the Parque Nacional de Jurubatiba, Northeast Rio de Janeiro
state, Brazil (22◦ S 41◦ W). The environmental gradient in this ecosystem
is twofold – three different species of bromeliad, which differ also in their
preferred level of exposure to sunlight: Aechmea nudicaulis (full sun habitats),
Vriesea neoglutinosa (partial shade), and Neoregelia cruenta (full shade). Neoregelia has a uniquely large habitat range at this site, occurring in both full
shade and full sun; only shade plants were used in this study.
For each of five temporal blocks, we collected and sampled the macroinvertebrates, zooplankton and bacteria of two bromeliads of each of the three
species.

We then homogenized the communities of all six bromeliads as

described shortly (Figure 2.2). Our goal was to create identical starting community composition for all bromeliads within a block. Variation between
blocks in starting community composition is thus included in the random
effect of blocks. We created five blocks in this experiment between 27 March
2013 and 03 April 2013.
Our experimental setup consisted of three steps (Figure 2.2): collection
of original communities from bromeliads, homogenization of communities,
and assembly of this homogenized community in each of the original (now
empty) bromeliads. Original communities: We sampled the zooplankton
and bacteria communities by collecting water samples from each bromeliad:
100ml for zooplankton, 50ml for bacteria. Zooplankton were collected by
filtering on 50 Îijm Nytex mesh and fixed in 5% buffered formalin. This
fixed solution was then diluted to 20 ml, and a 1 ml subsample taken for
analysis. Zooplankton were identified to the lowest taxonomic unit possible
(species in most cases, except for bdelloid rotifers and harpaticoid copepods,
identified to class and order, respectively). Bacteria were collected by taking
100ml of filtrate from the zooplankton sample and filtering it a second time

10
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Neoregelia cruenta
shade

MIX

Aechmea nudicaulis
sun

Vriesea neoglutinosa
edge

Fi g u re 2.2: Schematic of our experimental design. We first sampled six
bromeliads (two plants of each of three species). We formed (solid arrows)
homogeneous initial communities (MIX) by counting equal numbers of animal
taxa (macroinvertebrates) or by mixing water samples of equal volume from
all plants (zooplankton and bacteria). We then returned (dashed arrows) initial
communities to the six bromeliads in their associated habitats.

11
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on a Whatman filter paper. We measured bacterial community composition
using denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE, Muyzer et al. (1993)).
This technique measures an approximation of bacterial diversity in the form
of Operational Taxonomic Units (OTUs). We sampled macroinvertebrates by
thoroughly rinsing each bromeliad and filtering the water through two sieves
(1 millimeter and 180 micrometer). These mesh sizes have been shown to
separate macroinvertebrates from both coarse detritus and fine particulate
organic matter, facilitating their collection (Romero and Srivastava, 2010). We
identified macroinvertebrates to morphospecies. Homogenized communities:
We created homogenized communities of zooplankton and microbes by mixing an equal volume of filtered tank water from each of the six bromeliads
in a block (approximately 100ml plant-1 ), then adding this mixture to all
bromeliads. To create homogenized communities of macroinvertebrates, we
divided individuals of all species equally among the six bromeliads in each
block. Bromeliad preparation: We emptied bromeliads by washing them
thoroughly, hanging them upside down to dry for at least 24 hours and
then rinsing each plant with 70% ethanol. We confirmed that this technique
removed all invertebrates and most detritus by dissecting an empty bromeliad.
Any coarse detritus found in the bromeliads was similarly cleaned, frozen and
thawed (to kill any eggs or resting stages of macroinvertebrates).Bromeliads
were placed in a local habitat similar to their original location: Neoregelia in
shade, Aechmea in full sun and Vriesea in marginal habitat. We then added the
starting communities of macroinvertebrates, zooplankton and bacteria.
Bromeliads are an open system, characterized by continual colonization
and emergence. Both of these processes are problematic for our question. If
we were to allow colonization it could swamp any changes in our starting community composition. Conversely, if we allowed the experiment to continue
for too long any macroinvertebrates with complex life cycles would emerge,
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leaving us with no community to sample (Lecraw et al., 2014). We took two
steps to make sure that our treatment effects were not affected by colonization
or excessive emergence. To prevent colonization we surrounded bromeliads
with mosquito netting (mesh size approx. 1.5 mm). To prevent emergence we
ended our experiment after 12 days, based on the results of a pilot study that
confirmed that this was sufficient time for communities to change, but not so
long that bromeliads became empty of organisms
A na lyses — We distinguished among our three predictions (Figure 2.1)
with a permutational ANOVA (PERMANOVA), which measures the amount
of difference in community composition between treatment groups and compares this to the expected distribution under a null hypothesis of no treatment
effects. In each PERMANOVA we used block as an error stratum, meaning
that permutations were performed within blocks. We repeated this analysis
for all three organism types, and at both “initial” and “final” sampling dates
(i.e. at the beginning and end of the experiment). We interpreted the R2 value
of this PERMANOVA as a metric of the strength of habitat filtering (Figure 2.1).
Our hypothesis predicted that R2 values should increase from smaller to larger
organism types. However, because we sampled each of these groups with
different techniques, and collected different types of data (e.g. abundance data
for macroinvertebrates, presence/absence for bacterial OTUs) we may observe
different R2 values through statistical, not biological, processes. Therefore we
tested a pattern of increasing R2 against the increase that would be expected
under the null hypothesis of no difference in environmental filtering. We
first quantified the upward trend with the slope of a linear regression of R2
as a function of approximate organism size (bacteria = 0.04mm, zooplankton
= 0.5mm, macroinvertebrates = 5mm). To generate our null distribution, we
generated a random permutation of the environmental variable (i.e. bromeliad
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species). We used the same permutation series for each organism type. We
calculated the standardized effect size of the observed slope with the equation
SES =

Slopeobserved − mean(Slopenull )
SD (Slopenull )

We calculated the null p-value as the proportion of null simulations equal
or greater to the observed slope. All statistical analyses were conducted in R
3.2.3 (R Core Team, 2015).

2 .3

results

Bromeliad species identity explains more variation in community composition
of macroinvertebrates than any other organism type, less for zooplankton and
less still for bacteria (Figure 2.3, Table 2.1). For all organism types, bromeliad
species explained less of the variation in composition at the end of the experiment than at the beginning. Note that, although the sampling design
(and therefore degrees of freedom) are identical for all groups, the critical
(alpha = 0.05) F-value for each organism group differs because PERMANOVA
p-values are calculated on a null distribution generated by permuting samples
among groups (species in our case). Bacterial communities have many species
and also high similarity among communities (bromeliads), creating a null
distribution with low mean and small variance (and hence lower thresholds
for significance). This increases the power to detect habitat effects for bacteria,
explaining why this group has marginally significant effects of habitat despite
habitat explaining a tiny amount of total variation in composition.
So far, we have assessed the absolute effect of habitat filtering on each
organism group separately, but our goal was also to determine if the strength
of habitat filtering increases between the organism groups.

We therefore

compared this pattern of increasing environmental effects with a null model.
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First, we calculated the slope of the relationship between the R2 value and
approximate organism size. We then generated null distributions by reshuffling bromeliad species within blocks, using the same permutation across all
organism types. We found that the observed slope was much higher than the
null simulations for both initial (SES = 6.18, p = 0.002) and final (SES = 4.82, p
= 0.002) sampling (499 simulations).

macroinvertebrates

before
after
zooplankton before
after
bacteria before
after

F2,27

p

R2

7.03
6.42
2.59
1.75
0.69
0.63

0.001
0.001
0.008
0.158
0.085
0.027

0.34
0.32
0.16
0.11
0.05
0.04

Ta b le 2.1: Bromeliad species effects on the composition of three types of
organisms, as determined by PERMANOVAs both before and 12 days after
homogenization. Both before and after homogenization, R2 values (our proxy
for the strength of habitat filtering) are higher for macroinvertebrates than for
zooplankton than for bacteria. Following homogenization, macroinvertebrate
and bacterial communities both significantly diverged among bromeliad
species.

2 .4

discussion

Ma i n findings — Our study compared the response of macroinvertebrates, zooplankton and bacterial communities to an identical environmental gradient. Our initial sampling prior to the experimental manipulation
found that the correlation between environment and community composition is weakest for bacteria, intermediate for zooplankton, and strongest for
macroinvertebrates (Figure 2.3). This observational pattern mirrors that previously reported by Farjalla et al. (2012), confirming that the observational
pattern is robust to differences in field site and year. However, this observed
15
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● Initial ● Final
●
●

60
40
0.3

20
0

Environmental signal (R2 value)

0.00

0.02

0.04

0.06

Slope

0.2

●
●
0.1

●
●
Bacteria

Zooplankton

Macroinvertebrates

Organism type

Fi g u re 2 .3: The amount of variation (R2 from PERMANOVA) in
community composition explained by bromeliad species (i.e. the strength of
the environmental signal) decreases from larger to smaller organisms. The
environmental signal in initial, undisturbed communities was removed by
homogenization, but after 12 days of recovery, was again of similar strength in
final macroinvertebrate and bacterial communities. Inset shows the results of
a null simulation to test the significance of this increase in R2 value: histogram
is the distribution of slopes (R2 as a function of approximate organism size)
and the dark green line indicates the observed value of the slope for the Final
sampling.
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pattern may have been caused by differences among the three organism types
in the strength of environmental filtering or environmentally-correlated dispersal, or both (Figure 2.1). We therefore removed dispersal limitation among
communities by homogenizing our starting communities, and then returned
communities to the same environmental gradient to test whether pure environmental filtering was sufficient to restore the initial pattern in distributions.
Our results are most consistent with environmental filtering increasing with
organism size (Fig 1a). Specifically, we found that the environment created
minimal differences in bacteria, weak differences in zooplankton, and large
differences in macroinvertebrates (Figure 2.3).
Our experimental manipulation suggests that environmental filtering is
stronger for larger than smaller organisms, and that this explains the differences observed in the field between organismal groups. An increase in environmental filtering with body size is most simply explained as a contraction in
the breadth of the fundamental niche as organism body size increases. Farjalla
et al. (2012) termed this hypothesis the “size-plasticity hypothesis” and, like
us, related it to differences in the distribution of bacteria, zooplankton and
macroinvertebrates between bromeliads. Studies of other groups of organisms
across environmental gradients within landscapes also show the same pattern
of increasing environmental determinism with body size. For example, along
mountainsides, elevation explains more variation in vascular plant diversity
than in bacteria (Bryant et al., 2008). In streams, environmental variation also
correlates more strongly with stream invertebrate than bacterial composition
(Wang et al., 2012). Similar patterns are also found in a group of Finnish lakes,
where Soininen et al. (2013) analyzed the distribution of individual taxa rather
than organism groups. They found that models describing the distribution of
taxa in terms of the environment had greater predictive power for zooplankton
than phytoplankton than bacteria.
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Interestingly, while this pattern of increasing environmental determinism
with body size is found frequently when multiple groups are compared along
the same small environmental gradient, this effect can be absent (or even
reversed) between studies or along regional spatial scales. In a meta-analysis
of 326 studies covering a broad range of ecosystems and taxa, neither body
size nor dispersal ability predicted the strength of environment filtering for
individual species (Soininen, 2014). A study comparing various freshwater
groups across all of Belgium found that passively-dispersed organisms with
larger propagules showed less environmental signal than those with small
propagules, probably because increased dispersal limitation masked the signal
of environmental filtering (De Bie et al., 2012). The contrast between the results
of this regional study and smaller-scale studies suggests that the choice of
spatial scale is of critical importance, a point we return to later.
C av eat 1: species interactions — Although the direct effect of the
environment on organisms is the simplest explanation for our results, we cannot discount indirect effects of the environment that are mediated by species
interactions. For example, if a predator only occurs in environment A and
not B, then its prey may be restricted to environment B even if the prey’s
fundamental niche includes both environments. More subtly, the predator
may occur in environment A and B, but have the strongest consumption rate
of prey in environment A, causing a similar pattern of the prey species appearing to be restricted to environment B. In either case, the resulting pattern
could be misinterpreted to mean that only environment B is included in the
fundamental niche of the prey species.
Such effects of species interactions on species distributions cannot be excluded in this study. For example, in bromeliads, consumption rates of damselflies may be reduced by high detrital density (Klecka and Boukal, 2014; Srivastava, 2006), that is, in Neoregelia (closed habitats, more detritus) bromeliads
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as compared to Aechmea (open habitats, less detritus) bromeliads. Predators
can also show preference for different prey (Chapter 2), and prey differ in
their resistance of predators (Hammill et al., 2015). These top-down effectd
could create differences in macroinvertebrate composition between these two
bromeliad species, beyond the effect of environment per se.
More generally, species interactions besides predation may also shift over
environmental gradients. For example, interactions within a trophic level can
shift between strongly competitive and facilitative as environments become
more stressful (He and Bertness, 2014). The strength of species interactions
may also change between different organism groups (Soininen et al., 2013). For
example, it has been suggested that bacterial communities have weak, diffuse
interactions because of their high diversity (Wang et al., 2015). If so, bacterial communities would show diminished potential for species interactions to
mediate the effects of the environment.
Many multivariate studies have the same problem of confounding the
direct effects of the environment on communities with the indirect effects
mediated by species interactions (Vellend et al., 2014). In our study, the empirical solution of transplanting species individually would have been logistically
difficult in the case of the macroinverterbrates (17 species) and impossible
in the case of bacteria. Instead, we interpret our results as representing the
inclusive effects of environmental filtering, that is, both the direct and indirect
effects of the environment on organisms.
C av eat 2: Other correlates of body size — There are many ecological processes, besides fundamental niche breadth, that may be different
for groups of smaller organisms. We examined three groups of organisms
that also differed in terms of dispersal mode (active: macroinvertebrates; passive: zooplankton, bacteria), detectability (macroscopic: macroinvertebrates;
microscopic: zooplankton, bacteria), abundance (high: bacteria; intermedi19
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ate: zooplankton; low: macroinvertebrates) and life cycle (complex life cycles:
most macroinvertebrates, simple life cycles: zooplankton, bacteria). Of these
potentially confounding differences, we can immediately discount any effects
of active versus passive dispersal as our experimental manipulation removed
all dispersal. We now show that the other three differences are unlikely to have
resulted in the observed signal of environmental filtering between organism
groups.
Our three organism types were identified with very different procedures,
depending on their size: the macroinvertebrates and zooplankton could be
visually identified to morphospecies whereas the bacteria were assigned to
genetically distinct groups using DGGE, which cannot distinguish between
closely-related taxa (Wiedenbeck and Cohan, 2011). If environmental filtering
in bacteria occurred largely at these low taxonomic levels, we might have
underestimated the strength of environmental filtering for bacteria. However,
another study of bromeliad bacteria in a nearby restinga, which used the
higher-resolution method of metagenomics sequencing to identify bacteria,
also found no evidence of sorting according to taxonomy – but strong sorting
in terms of phylogenetically-labile metabolic traits (S. Louca et al. unpubl.
results). Together, these results suggest that within coarse functional groups,
bacterial taxa are largely substitutable.
The three groups of organisms also differed in abundance per species, from
as low as a single individual per species in the case of rare macroinvertebrates
to many millions of individuals for abundant bacteria taxa. Ecological drift
– the variation in species composition caused by the stochastic sequence of
births and deaths - should be strongest therefore for macroinvertebrates and
zooplankton, countering the deterministic signal of environmental filtering
(Figure 2.1b). Nevertheless, we still observed the strongest environmental
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effects on macroinvertebrates and zooplankton, suggesting that our results
are robust to any effects of drift.
Finally, the three organism groups differed in terms of life cycle complexity: our experiment captures part of the complex life cycle of many invertebrates (i.e. the larval stage of insects) and the full simple life cycle for other
taxa (including zooplankton and bacteria and some invertebrates, such as
oligochaetes). Thus we have two ways for environmental filtering to act: via
larval mortality on complex life cycles, and via both mortality and fecundity
on simple life cycles. This means that there is less potential for change in
relative abundance for (most) macroinvertebrates than for zooplankton or
bacteria. Despite this numerical constraint, we found that the effect of the
environment was strongest on macroinvertebrates, and weakest on bacteria.
Ex t ending the experimental approach — Our experiment occurred
over a short temporal and small spatial scales. While this tells us about the
immediate impact that local variation in the environment had on each group,
it does not let us examine the interplay between recovery time, spatial scale
and the environment. Transient dynamics are a ubiquitous part of community
assembly, and patterns seen at short time scales may not reflect the longterm composition of communities (Drake, 1990).

Similarly, as the spatial

scale increases, both dispersal limitation and environmental differences are
expected to increase in importance, so it is an open question whether the
differences between organism groups that we identified will scale up (De Bie
et al., 2012). Now that we have established the efficacy of our experimental
design, it could easily be extended to cover different temporal and spatial
scales to address these points. For most systems, measuring the temporal
dynamics for multiple groups at once across large spatial scales is too difficult;
however, this could be possible in a small, naturally patchy system like ours.
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Such cross-scale experimental studies are a necessary step to unify the variable
results obtained by observational studies of environmental determinism.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated with a manipulative experiment an
environmental filtering mechanism behind a organism size pattern that has
previously been observed in many systems and at many spatial scales. To our
knowledge, this is the first experimental test of such a mechanism within a
single system. The success of this approach suggests extensions of this design
to other proposed mechanisms underlying community structure. This will
help unify the contrasting results of environmental differences on organisms
of different size, and lead to a deeper understanding of how body size influences the process of community assembly.
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Predator phylogenetic diversity decreases predation
rate via antagonistic interactions

3 .1

introduction

Predators can have strong top-down effects, both on community structure
and ecosystem processes (Estes et al., 2011). The combined effect of predator
species on communities is often stronger or weaker than that predicted from a
study of those same species in isolation (Sih et al., 1998; Ives et al., 2005). These
non-additive effects occur when predators interact with each other directly, or
via their shared prey species. For example, predators feed directly on each
other (intra-guild predation), consume the same prey (resource competition)
or modify the behaviour of prey or the other predator species (Sih et al.,
1998; Griswold and Lounibos, 2006; Nyström et al., 2001). These non-additive
effects can be positive or negative. For example, prey may have an induced
defense against one predator which increases (negative non-additive effect)
or decreases (positive non-additive effect) the likelihood of consumption by
a second predator. While there are many possible mechanisms underlying
the effect of predator composition, we lack a means of predicting a priori the
strength and direction of this effect on community structure and ecosystem
function.
The phylogenetic relationships among predators could provide a framework for combining different approaches to predator-predator interactions,
thus helping us make predictions about combined effects of predators. A
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phylogenetic approach to species interactions extends the measurement of
species diversity to include the evolutionary relationships between species.
Relatedness may be a proxy for ecological similarity; very similar species
may compete strongly, and/or may interfere with each other while very different species may not be able to occur in the same patch. This approach
was first used to interpret observations of community structure, as ecologists
interpreted nonrandom phylogenetic structure (i.e. under- or over- dispersion)
as evidence for the processes, such as habitat filtering or competition, which
structure communities (Webb et al., 2002; Cavender-Bares et al., 2009). Recently,
this approach has been applied to manipulative experiments. For example, the
phylogenetic diversity of plant communities is a better predictor of productivity than either species richness or diversity (e.g. Cadotte et al., 2009, 2008;
Godoy et al., 2014). In all cases, an implicit assumption is that increased phylogenetic distance is associated with increased ecological dissimilarity – either
in the form of differences in species niches, interactions, or functional traits.
When this is true, high phylogenetic diversity should lead to complementarity
in resource use between species, resulting in increased ecosystem functioning
(Srivastava et al., 2012).
Phylogenetic diversity may be a better predictor of species effects on ecosystem functioning than species identity alone. For example, studies of plants
have shown that in both experimental (Cadotte et al., 2008) and natural communities, ecosystem function is positively related to the phylogenetic diversity
of plants. Although there have been many studies taking a phylogenetic
approach to community ecology and although predators have large effects on
many communities, the phylogenetic diversity of local predator assemblages
has rarely been measured (Bersier and Kehrli, 2008; Naisbit et al., 2011). Many
studies of phylogeny and predator traits focus on whole clades, rather than
local assemblages (e.g. Anolis lizards (Knouft et al., 2006), warblers (Böhning-
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Gaese et al., 2003), tree boas (Henderson et al., 2013) and wasps (Budriene and
Budrys, 2004)), making it difficult to connect these results to predator effects
at the scale of a local community. These clade specific studies often find weak
evidence for phylogenetic signal in ecologically relevant traits. In contrast,
studies at the level of the whole biosphere (Gómez et al., 2010; Bersier and
Kehrli, 2008) demonstrate that related organisms often have similar interspecific interactions, i.e. related predators often consume similar prey. At the
local scale, only a few studies have examined how phylogeny may shape food
webs (Rezende et al., 2009; Cagnolo et al., 2011); these observational studies
found that models containing both relatedness (either from taxonomic rank
or phylogenetic trees) and body size were better at predicting which predatorprey interactions occurred than models with body size alone. As observational
studies, however, they cannot isolate if it is differences in predator distribution
or diet that leads to a phylogenetic signal in predator-prey interactions, nor
how these interactions affect the whole community.
Can phylogeny help us predict how predators will impact community
composition and ecosystem functioning? Within a local community, the effect
of predator species diversity will depend on three factors: how predators are
distributed among habitats, how they interact with their prey, and how they
interact with each other. To the extent that phylogenetic relationships are
correlated with these three factors they enable us to predict the impact of
predator diversity on communities. For instance, phylogeny could constrain
predator species co-occurrence if more distant phylogenetic relatives have
more distinct fundamental niches, whereas close relatives are too similar to
co-exist (Webb et al., 2002; Emerson and Gillespie, 2008). When predators
do co-occur, phylogeny may correlate with their feeding behavior, such that
closely related predators consume similar prey. For example, diet overlap
(shared prey species between predators) will depend on the feeding traits
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and nutritional requirements of predators – both of which may be phylogenetically conserved. If this is the case, then predator assemblages with
higher phylogenetic diversity will show a greater range of prey consumed
and therefore stronger top- down effects (Finke and Snyder, 2008). In some
cases, predator diets may extend to include other predators, leading to direct
negative interactions such as intraguild predation, which may also have a
phylogenetic signal (Pfennig, 2000). To our knowledge, the relationship of
phylogeny to predator distribution, diet, and intraguild interactions has never
been investigated in a single study.
We tested for the effects of phylogenetic distance on distribution, diet and
interactions of predators living in a natural mesocosm: water reservoirs found
inside bromeliad leaves. Bromeliads (Bromeliaceae) are flowering plants abundant in the Neotropics. Within this aquatic food web, damselfly larvae (e.g.
Leptagrion spp., Odonata:Coenagrionidae) are important predators that dramatically reduce insect colonization (Hammill et al., 2015) and emergence (Starzomski et al., 2010), and increase nutrient cycling (Ngai and Srivastava, 2006).
In addition to damselfly larvae, other predators are also found in bromeliads,
including large predaceous fly larvae (Diptera: Tabanidae) and predatory
leeches (Hirudinae:Arhynchobdellida) (see Frank et al. (2009)). Many bromeliads contain water and trapped, terrestrial detritus which supplies nutrients
for the bromeliad (Reich et al., 2003). The small size of these habitats permits
direct manipulations of entire food webs, manipulations which would be
difficult in most natural systems. Predators have been shown to have large
top-down effects on ecosystem functions in bromelaids, including nitrogen
uptake by the plant (Ngai and Srivastava, 2006), detrital decomposition and
CO2 flux (Atwood et al., 2014, 2013).
We tested for a relationship between the distribution, diet and ecosystem
effect of predators and their phylogenetic distance using observations, lab
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feeding trials, and manipulative field experiments, respectively. We observed
predator distribution by dissecting a sample of natural bromeliads. We quantified diet preferences in a series of no-choice feeding trials. Ecosystem-level
effects were measured with a manipulative experiment, where predators were
placed alone or in combination within standardized communities. In each
approach, we test the hypothesis that greater phylogenetic distance correlates
with greater difference in predator impacts on the bromeliad community:
1. Distributional similarity: Closely related predators occur in the same habitat patch more frequently than less related predators.

Alternatively,

closely related species may never co-occur.
2. Diet similarity: Closely related predators will eat similar prey at similar
rates (in other words, there should be a correlation between the relatedness of two predators and their similarity of their diets). Alternatively,
closely related species may have evolved different diets to facilitate coexistence.
3. Ecosystem-level effects: We tested two sets of hypotheses about direct and
indirect effects of predator combinations on ecosystems, predicting:
(a) Closely related predators will have similar effects on the community
and ecosystem. This will occur if related predators have similar
trophic interactions (e.g. predation rate, diet similarity). Our singlespecies treatments allow us to assess the effect of each predator both
on prey survival and on ecosystem functions.
(b) Predator assemblages with higher phylogenetic diversity will have
synergistic (greater than additive) effects on prey consumption and
associated ecosystem functions. This will occur if phylogenetic distance correlates with increasing trait difference, and if this trait
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difference in turn results in niche complementarity. However, at the
extreme, different predators may consume each other, thus creating
antagonistic (less than additive) effects on prey consumption. By
comparing treatments with pairs of predators to treatments that
received each predator alone, we are able to estimate additive and
non-additive effects.

3 .2
3. 2.1

methods
Study Design

We used three empirical approaches to test the hypotheses outlined above. To
test hypothesis 1 (distribution) we sampled bromeliads for predator species.
To test hypothesis 2 (diet similarity), we conducted a series of laboratory
feeding trials. Finally, we tested hypothesis 3 (similarity of community effect
and interaction) with a field experiment in which predators were added to
bromeliads containing standardized communities of prey. This experiment
included both single species treatments and two species treatments; the latter
were chosen to create the widest possible range of phylogenetic diversity.
We included phylogenetic information in our analyses of all three datasets.
We obtained this phylogenetic information first from classification alone. Next
we added information about the age of each node from “timetree.org”, an
online database of published molecular time estimates (Hedges et al., 2006).
The timetree online database collects information from multiple independent
phylogenetic studies. These studies provide independent estimates of the age
of the most recent common ancestor for two lineages. Lineages that diverged
a long time ago have been dated by multiple studies; for such nodes we used
the median age. All internal nodes were dated by at least one study, however
data were unavailable for the youngest nodes (i.e. tips) of the tree. For these
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nodes, either a lack of taxonomic information (e.g. Tabanidae) or a lack of
phylogenetic study (e.g. Leptagrion) prevented more information from being
included. These branches were left unresolved (i.e., as polytomies) and were
all assigned identical, arbitrary and short branch lengths (15 Mya). The result
is a phylogeny that closely resembles the qualitative, taxonomy-based tree
with which we began. Because the node ages among our major predators
(leeches, tabanids and odonata) are so deep, variation among studies in the
estimated age of these nodes was minor compared to the differences between
them.
We conducted all three experiments in Parque Estadual da Ilha do Cardoso
(25o 03’ S, 47o 53’ W), a 22.5 ha island off the south coast of São Paulo
state, Brazil. We worked in a coastal forest (restinga) with an understory
dominated by Quesnelia arvensis Mez. (Bromeliaceae). Q. arvensis is a large
terrestrial bromeliad that catches and holds rainwater (phytotelmata), accumulating up to 2.8 L of rainwater in a single plant. Our observational survey
found more than 47 species of macroinvertebrates in these aquatic communities (Romero and Srivastava, 2010), in 25 bromeliads of various sizes. This
diversity encompasses multiple trophic and functional groups. Filter feeders
were entirely mosquito larvae (Diptera:Culicidae); detritivores include shredders (Diptera:Tipulidae, Trichoptera:Calamoceratidae), scrapers (Coleoptera:Scirtidae),
and collectors (All Diptera:Chironomidae, Syrphidae, Psychodidae). All these
species are prey for a diverse predator assemblage dominated by at least
three species of damselfly larvae (Leptagrion spp., Odonata:Coenagrionidae),
two species of Horse Fly larvae (Diptera:Tabanidae), and two species of leech
(Arhynchobdellida). A lower percentage of predator biomass was composed
of Dytiscid larvae (Coleoptera), midge larvae (Diptera: Ceratopogonidae) and
chironomid larvae (Diptera: Tanypodinae).
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3. 2.2

Data collection

D i s t ributional similar ity — We asked whether closely related predators were found in the same bromeliads. In 2008, each bromeliad was dissected
and washed to remove invertebrates. We passed this water through two sieves
(150 and 850 micrometers), which removed particulate organic matter without
losing any invertebrates. All invertebrates were counted and identified to
the lowest taxonomic level possible. The body length of all individuals was
measured when possible for small and medium-sized taxa (< 1cm final instar)
and always for large-bodied taxa (> 1 cm final instar).
D i e t S imilarity — To test whether related predators eat similar prey, we
fed prey to predators in laboratory feeding trials. We conducted 314 feeding
trials of 10 predator taxa and 14 prey taxa between March and April 2011. We
included all potential predator-prey pairs present in the experiment (described
below), and attempted to perform all other combinations whenever possible.
However, due to the rarity of some taxa, many predator-prey pairs were not
possible; we tested 56 pairwise combinations. Most trials were replicated
at least five times, but the number of replicates ranged from 1 to 11. To
conduct the trials, we placed predators together with prey in a 50ml vial,
with a stick for substrate. The only exception was the tabanid larvae, which
we placed between two vertical surfaces to imitate the narrow space found
in bromeliad leaf axils (their preferred microhabitat, necessary for successful
feeding). Generally our trials contained a single predator and a single prey
individual, except in the case of very small prey (Elpidium sp.) or predators
(Monopelopia sp.) in which case we increased the density. We recorded whether
prey was consumed after 24 hours. We tested for a relationship between predator similarity and diet similarity with a regression weighted by the number of
prey assayed (to correct for unequal numbers of replicates)
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C o mmunity effect experiment — Our third hypothesis had two parts:
(a) how do predator species differ in their effects on the invertebrate community composition (the number of surviving prey species) and ecosystem processes (rates of detrius consumption and nitrogen cycling) and (b) do predator
combinations show non-additive effects on community and ecosystem processes, and do these non-additive effects increase or decrease with phylogenetic distance?
Experimental design We tested effects of both single and multiple predator
species on community responses with a manipulative experiment where identical prey communities were exposed to treatments of either a single predator,
or pairs of predators representing increasing phylogenetic diversity. In this experiment we focused on the four most abundant large predators found in the
community: Leptagrion andromache and Leptagrion elongatum (Odonata: Coenagrionidae), a predatory Tabanid fly (Diptera:Tabanidae:Stibasoma sp.) and a
predatory leech. We combined these species in eight treatments: predator-free
control (no predators), each of the four predator species alone (3a) and pairs
of predator species chosen to maximize variation in phylogenetic distance
(3b). Specifically, these pairs were: two congeneric damselflies (Leptagrion
andromache and Leptagrion elongatum), two insects (L. elongatum and Stibasoma),
and two invertebrates (L. elongatum and a predatory leech). We used five
replicate bromeliads for each of these 8 treatments (8 treatments, n=5). This
experiment, therefore, allows the estimation of the effect of each predator
species (single-species treatments), as well as the detection of non-additive
effects in predator combinations.
We created bromeliad communities that were as similar as possible to each
other, and also to the average composition of a bromeliad. In February 2011
we collected bromeliads with a volume between 90 and 200ml, thoroughly
washed the plants to remove organisms and detritus, and soaked them for
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12 hours in a tub of water. We then hung all bromeliads for 48 hours to dry.
This procedure was intended to remove all existing macroinvertebrates; one
bromeliad dissected afterwards contained no insects (a similar technique was
used by Romero and Srivastava (2010)). We simulated natural detritus inputs
from the canopy by adding a standard mass of dried leaves of the species Plinia
cauliflora (Jabuticaba, Myrtaceae; a common Brazilian tree; 1.5g bromeliad

-1

± 0.02, mean ± sd). In order to track the effects of detrital decomposition
on bromeliad N cycling, we enriched these leaves with

15 N

by fertilizing

five plants with 40ml pot-1 day-1 of 5g L-1 ammonium sulphate containing
10% atom excess of

15 N.

After 21 days we then collected P. cauliflora leaves,

air-dried until constant weight, and then soaked them for three days. This
procedure removes excess nutrients from the artificial fertilization. Because
some of our prey species consume fine detritus, not coarse, we also added a
standard amount of dried fine detritus to our bromeliads (0.23g bromeliad -1 ±
0.02). We separated coarse and fine detritus by passing water from bromeliads
through two sieves (as above for observational work, 150 and 850 micrometer).
We defined “coarse detritus” as anything retained on the 850 micrometer sieve,
and “fine detritus” as anything found on the 150 micrometer sieve.
Each bromeliad was stocked with a representative insect community (See
supplementary material). The densities of each prey taxon were calculated
from the observational dataset (Hypothesis 1), using data from bromeliads
of similar size to those in our experiment. We ran this experiment in two
temporal blocks for logistical reasons: three complete replicates of all treatments were set up on 20 February 2011, and two on 08 March 2011. We
first placed the prey species into the bromeliad, allowed two days for the
prey to adjust, then added predators. After 26 days from the beginning of
each block, we added the same prey community a second time to simulate
the continuous oviposition that characterizes the system. We concluded the
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experiment 43 days from the first addition of prey (20 April 2011). Throughout
the experiment, all bromeliads were enclosed with a mesh cage topped with a
malaise trap and checked daily for emergence of adults. At the end of the experiment we completely dissected our bromeliads, collecting all invertebrates
and detritus remaining inside.
We used a substitutive design, maintaining the same predator metabolic
capacity in all replicates (see below). In a substitutive experiment, all experimental units receive the same “amount” of predators – usually standardized
by abundance – and only species composition varies. However, when species
differ substantially in body size - as in this experiment - abundance does not
standardize their effects on the community. We chose to standardize using
metabolic capacity instead (after Srivastava (2009)). Integrating the allometric
relationship between body size and feeding rate (Brown et al., 2004; Wilby
et al., 2005) over all individuals of a species allows estimates of “metabolic
capacity”, or the potential energy requirements of a species (Srivastava and
Bell, 2009). Metabolic capacity is equal to individual body mass raised to
the power of 0.69 (an invertebrate-specific exponent determined by Peters
(1986) for invertebrates and confirmed by Chown et al, (2007)); this reflects
the nonlinear relationship between feeding rate and body size across many
invertebrate taxa.
To quantify the effect of predators on ecosystem function, at the end of the
experiment we measured five community and ecosystem response variables:
decomposition of coarse detritus, production of fine particulate organic matter
(FPOM), bromeliad growth, uptake of detrital nitrogen into bromeliad tissue,
and survival of invertebrate prey (emerged adults + surviving larvae). We
measured decomposition by once again passing the bromeliad water through
a 850 micrometer sieve, collecting the retained detritus and determining the
mass of this detritus after oven-drying it at approximately 70◦ C. We measured
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the production of FPOM by taking the remaining liquid and filtering it on preweighed coffee filters, which were then dried and reweighed. We measured
bromeliad growth as the average increase in length of five leaves per plant. We
tracked the uptake of labeled detrital nitrogen by analyzing three innermost
(closest to meristem) bromeliad leaves at the end of the experiment. Finally,
we quantified the species composition and survivorship of invertebrate prey
by combining counts of emerging adult insects and surviving larvae.
We measured decomposition by collecting all Plinia leaves from bromeliads;
these were oven-dried at 70◦ C before their mass was determined. At the
end of experiment, we sampled three new bromeliad leaves for isotopic (15 N)
and nitrogen concentration analyses. These analyses were performed at the
Stable Isotope Facility laboratory (UC Davis, CA, USA) using continuous
flow isotope ratio mass spectrometer (20-20 mass spectrometer; PDZ Europa,
Sandbach, England) after sample combustion to N2 at 1000C by an on-line
elemental analyzer (PDZ Europa ANCA-GSL).

3. 2.3

Data analysis

We quantified the effect of phylogenetic distance on each of distributional
(Hypothesis 1) and diet (Hypothesis 2) similarity. First, we calculated phylogenetic distance between each pair of species, then fit several functions to
the relationship between phylogenetic diversity an either distributional or
diet similarity. We used linear, constant, and several appropriate nonlinear
functions (nonlinear, because our measures of similarity are bounded by 0
and 1; see below). We compared these models using AIC and generated
confidence intervals as appropriate (parametric or bootstrap for linear and
nonlinear, respectively). We quantified both distributional and diet similarity
between predators using Pianka’s index of niche overlap (Pianka, 1974):
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Okl = q

∑in pil pik
∑in p2il ∑in p2ik

For each pair of predators, pik and pil represent the preference of predator
k or l for resource or habitat i. The value Okl represents similarity (in our
case, in either distribution or diet) and ranges from 0 (complete dissimilarity)
to 1 (complete similarity). The n resources represent the different habitats
surveyed for Hypothesis 1 (distributional similarity), or the different prey
species assayed for Hypothesis 2 (diet similarity). Preference (pik ) represents
the proportion of a predator’s total metabolic capacity found in a particular
bromeliad (Hypothesis 1); or the proportion of feeding trials in which it ate a
particular prey (Hypothesis 2). We used a Mantel test to test for correlation
between the phylogenetic distance matrix and dissimilarity in either predator
distribution or diet preferences.
We tested hypothesis 3 with a field experiment. We divided the analysis
of this experiment into three parts: quantifying the effect of phylogenetic distance on prey community similarity, on community and ecosystem responses,
and on non-additive effects of predator combinations. First, we compared
the four treatments with single predator species by calculating the similarity
in species composition (Pianka’s index) between surviving prey communities
and relating this to the phylogenetic distance between predators with a linear
regression. If predator feeding choices are phylogenetically conserved, that
diet similarity will decline with increasing phylogenetic distance.
Second, we measured five community and ecosystem responses, testing
in turn the effect of predator presence, number, species identity, and finally
phylogenetic diversity. To test for an effect of predator presence, we compared
the control treatment (predators absent) with the mean responses of all seven
treatments that did contain predators. To test for an effect of predator species
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number (one or two predators), we compared the means of all single-species
treatments with the means of all two-species treatments. To test for an effect
of predator identity, we compared all four single-species treatments. Finally,
to test for an effect of predator combinations we compared all two-species
treatments (3 pairs total). We analyzed each of these orthogonal comparisons
with one-way ANOVA.
In our third and final analysis we quantified the non-additive effect of
predator species on our responses. We calculated this effect as the difference
between the response in bromeliads with both predator species (n=5) and the
mean response in bromeliads with either one of these two predator species
(n=5 for each predator species). We generated bootstrap confidence intervals
for these non-additive effects; confidence intervals that do not overlap zero
indicate a significant non-additive effect of a predator combination. We used
R version 3.2.0 (R Core Team, 2015) for most calculations, and two packages:
picante (Kembel et al., 2010) for calculating phylogenetic distances matrices,
and vegan (Oksanen et al., 2016) for distance metrics.

3 .3
3. 3.1

results
Hypothesis 1: similarity in distribution

We did not find any significant relationship between predator co-occurrence
in bromeliads (measured as Pianka’s index of niche overlap) and the phylogenetic distance between them (Figure 3.1a, F1,89 =2.39, p=0.13). This indicates
that all 14 predator species have roughly similar habitat distributions at the
level of the bromeliad. Indeed we often found multiple predator species
co-occurring in the same bromeliads (mean 4.4 ± 2.9 predator species per
plant). A Mantel test also found no evidence of correlation between differences among predators in habitat use, and phylogenetic distance (correlation
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-0.16, p = 0.81, 999 permutations). We were able to sample a wide range of
phylogenetic relatedness, including two groups of congenerics – two species
of Bezzia sp. (Diptera:Ceratopogonidae) and three species of Leptagrion sp.
(Odonata:Coenagrionidae). There were also two groups of confamilials – three
species of Tabanidae and two species of Empididae, all Diptera.

Deeper

divisions were also present: three families of Diptera were represented by
a single predator species each (Dolichopodidae, Corethrellidae and Chironomidae) and the deepest taxonomic divide was between all insects present and
the predatory leeches (Arhynchobdellida:Hirudinidae).

3. 3.2

Hypothesis 2: Similarity in diet

Phylogenetically distant predators differed in their preference of prey species,
as measured by the niche overlap index (Fig 3.1b, regression weighted by the
number of prey assayed, F1,26 =5.98, p=0.022). However a Mantel test found no
evidence of correlation between dissimilarity in diet and phylogenetic distance
among predators (correlation -0.27, p = 0.90, 999 permutations).

3 .3.3

Hypothesis 3: similarity in top-down effects

We analyzed our five univariate response variables from the manipulative
experiment by dividing them into four separate and orthogonal tests: predator
presence, predator number, predator species identity and, increasing predator
phylogenetic diversity. Across all four tests, we saw the strongest responses
for total prey survivorship (Table 3.1). Prey survivorship was halved when
predators were present (Figure 3.2a, Table 3.1). Despite the decline in diet
similarity with phylogenetic distance (Question 2), the variation in predator feeding behaviour did not translate into a significant differences in the
composition of prey species surviving the manipulative experiment (Fig 3.1c,
F1,4 =0.71, p=0.45, distance measured as Bray-Curtis dissimilarity). Although
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single predator species had similar effects on survivorship (Figure 3.2c, Table
3.1), combinations of predators with higher phylogenetic diversity showed a
significant increase in total prey survivorship (Figure 3.2d). That is, more
phylogenetically diverse predator combinations caused less prey mortality.
Interestingly, these effects on prey surviorship did not result in a change in
the processing of detritus (measured either as reduction in coarse detritus or
production of fine detritus), bromeliad growth or nitrogen cycling (Table 3.1).
We tested for non-additive effects of predator phylogenetic diversity with
bootstrap confidence intervals. When we compared the actual effects of predator combinations with those expected from the mean of each single-species
treatment, we found that predator pairs with the greatest phylogenetic diversity had the highest prey survival. Whereas effects of L. andromache and
L. elongatum in combination were quite similar to the effect of either alone,
when L. elongatum was placed in the same plant as either a Stibasoma larva or
leeches, on average five more prey individuals (18% of total prey community)
survived until the end of the experiment (Figure 3.3; Tabanid, p = 0.006, Leech,
p = 0.026). Once again, this effect on invertebrate density did not in turn create
a significant difference in other response variables.

3 .4

discussion

We found that in our bromeliad system the phylogenetic distance between
predators had variable importance. The phylogenetic distance between predators was unrelated to co-occurrence (Hypothesis 1). However, as phylogenetic
distance between predator species increased, diet overlap decreased by 20%
(Hypothesis 2). Interestingly, these apparent diet preferences in the lab did
not generate a difference in species composition of surviving prey in the
field (Hypothesis 3a). Greater phylogenetic diversity caused an increase in
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Fi g u re 3 .1: Phylogenetic distance between predators as a predictor of
niche overlap among predators and impacts on prey composition. Our
measures of niche overlap were: (a) distribution among bromeliads and (b)
diet preferences. We also show the effect of phylogenetic distance between
predators on (c) community dissimilarity of surviving prey (Bray-Curtis
dissimilarity). We measured distributional similarity (a) by counting all
predators in 25 bromeliads, estimating their total metabolic capacity, and
calculating niche overlap (Pianka’s index) among all pairs of species. We
measured diet preferences (b) for a subset of these predators by offering them
various prey in no-choice trials, and again calculated niche overlap among
them. Finally, we measured community composition of surviving prey (c)
at the end of an experiment in which predators were placed in bromeliads
with standardized prey communities. For (a) and (b) we used Pianka’s index
of niche overlap (1 = complete niche overlap) and tested various nonlinear
and linear models (see Appendix) of the relationship between this index and
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show bootstrap 95% quantiles.
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Fi g u re 3 .2 : Orthogonal comparisons of the effect of predators on prey
survival. We show the effects of predator presence (a), and then within
predator present treatments the effects of predator species number (b). Within
treatments with one predator species, we show effects of predator identity (c).
Within treatments with two predator species, we show the effect of increasing
phylogenetic diversity (d, arranged in order of increasing phylogenetic
distance: Low = L. andromache + L. elongatum, Medium = L. elongatum +
tabanid, High = L. elongatum + leech). Shaded dots represent grand means
for each group; unshaded dots are either treatment means (2a and 2b, n = 5)
or individual bromeliads (2c and 2d). Points are jittered horizontally slightly
to reveal all datapoints.
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Fi g u re 3. 3: Non-additive effects of predator combinations on prey decrease
with increasing phylogenetic distance between predators. A difference of 0
indicates that two-predator treatments resulted in no more prey mortality
than would be expected from simply averaging single-predator treatments.
A negative difference indicates that two-predator treatments resulted in less
mortality than expected. Error bars represent bootstrap 95% confidence
intervals.
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Response

Predator Presence

Total prey survival

-7.37 ± 2.45
F1,10 = 9.07*
0.01 ± 0.02
F1,10 = 0.47
-0.06 ± 0.09
F1,10 = 0.46
-0.79 ± 1.10
F1,10 = 0.51
-5.69 ± 4.03
F1,10 = 2.00

Decomposition (g)
FPOM (g)
Bromeliad growth
Nitrogen cycling

Identity

Richness

Pairwise PD

2.00 ± 2.07 2.05 ± 1.46
F3,16 = 0.60
F1,5 = 1.96
-0.01 ± 0.03 -0.01 ± 0.02
F3,15 = 1.29
F1,5 = 0.21
-0.06 ± 0.11 0.18 ± 0.07
F3,15 = 0.28
F1,5 = 6.19
-1.08 ± 1.62 0.59 ± 0.84
F3,16 = 0.96
F1,5 = 0.49
-0.22 ± 8.66 3.97 ± 5.63
F3,16 = 1.84
F1,5 = 0.50

0.01 ± 0.00
F1,13 = 7.64*
0.00 ± 0.00
F1,13 = 0.40
-0.00 ± 0.00
F1,13 = 1.45
0.00 ± 0.00
F1,12 = 1.29
-0.00 ± 0.01
F1,13 = 0.15

Ta b le 3.1: Predator diversity effects on community and ecosystem variables.
We measured five community-level variables: total prey survival (both
emerged adults and surviving larvae; see Figure 3.2), the breakdown of
coarse detritus (decomposition), the production of fine particulate organic
matter (FPOM), the cycling of nitrogen, and the growth of the bromeliad itself.
We contrast treatments in our experimental design in four ways: comparing
treatments with predators to those without (“Predator Presence”), contrasting
predator species (“Identity”), comparing predator communities of 1 or 2
species (“Richness”), and considering the effects of phylogenetic distance
between predators (“Pairwise PD”). Values are slope ± standard error and
* = p < 0.05, from ANOVA
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prey survival (i.e. a decrease in predation); phylogenetically distant pairs
of predators that co-occurred in bromeliads had less impact on prey than
expected from their performance in isolation (Hypothesis 3b).

3. 4.1

Phylogenetic distance and similarity in distribution

Phylogenetic distance between predators did not explain overlap in habitat
distribution. This similarity in distribution could be caused by two processes:
low habitat variability among bromeliads, or low variability in preference of
predators for different habitats. A concurrent observational study (AAMMD,
unpublished) showed that bromeliads vary widely in abiotic conditions, size,
detritus amount and prey community; therefore it seems unlikely that low
patch variation explains the lack of pattern. It appears instead that predators
do not possess any strong phylogenetically-conserved preferences for different
habitat characteristics, showing instead very generalist habitat preferences.
This is not surprising, given that these organisms live in small, fluctuationprone habitats. As a group, predatory invertebrates in bromeliads do not
show more sensitivity to bromeliad size or drought than other invertebrates
(Amundrud and Srivastava, 2015).

The co-occurrence of predator species

within bromeliads suggests that antagonistic interactions among predators do
not limit species distributions. Additionally, it appears that predator species
are able to co-occur in many different combinations, creating a range of phylogenetic diversities within bromeliads. This suggests that the range of phylogenetic diversity we tested in our experiment was realistic.

3 .4.2

Phylogenetic distance and similarity in diet

We observed a negative relationship between phylogenetic distance and overlap in diet as measured by laboratory feeding trials. This suggests that there is
a phylogenetic signal to predator feeding traits. For example, damselflies are
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visual predators that engulf prey whole using specialized mouthparts; they
are gape-limited and cannot eat prey that are too large. Leeches, in contrast,
lack eyes but are able to pierce prey and consume them without swallowing.
Damselflies showed a much stronger preference for culicid larvae than did
leeches, whereas leeches were slightly better able to kill and consume scirtids.
Culicid larvae are free swimming in the water column, and are therefore easily
captured by engulfing predators, whereas scirtid larvae crawl on surfaces
and are difficult to remove. Although in this study such feeding traits are
phylogenetically structured, in other studies functional traits can be more
important than phylogeny per se to a predator’s diet: Moody (1993) found
that unrelated decapod species which were morphologically similar were also
functionally similar. Similarly, Rezende et al. (2009) found that both body size
and phylogeny determined the food web “compartment” (shared predatorprey interactions) of predators in a marine foodweb.

3. 4.3

Phylogenetic distance and non-additive effects

We found that the presence of predators reduced prey survival, but that this reduction was less for phylogenetically-diverse combinations of predators. This
was contrary to our hypothesis that more distant predators would show an
increase in prey capture via complementarity. L. andromache did not produce
an antagonistic (i.e. less than additive) effect in combination with L. elongatum,
whereas the two more phylogenetically diverse combinations (L. elongatum
with the Tabanid or leech) did. Leptagrion species may not distinguish between
conspecifics and congenerics. In predicting a synergistic non-additive effect
of predators, we were imagining an outcome much like those reported by
Nilsson et al. (2006). They found that stoneflies caused prey to move into
habitats where fish predators could consume them, increasing total predation
(a synergistic effect, caused by a phylogenetically distinct predator). Our
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results are more consistent with those of Finke and Denno (2005), who found
that combinations with two insect predators had a higher per-capita effect on
leafhopper prey than combinations with an insect and a spider. That is, more
phylogenetically diverse combinations of predators showed less predation on
lower trophic levels.
When L. elongatum occurred with more distantly related predators, prey
survivorship was greater than expected. This non-additive effect may have
been due to a reduction in predation by odonates in the presence of nonodonate predators. Odonates have been shown to be sensitive to chemical
cues (Barry and Roberts, 2014) or tactile cues (Atwood et al., 2014) of potential
predators, which causes a decrease in feeding rate. For example, a different
species of bromeliad damselfly – Mecistogaster modesta Selys – reduces predation when it is housed with Dytiscid adults (Atwood et al., 2014). If there is
a phylogenetic signal to the chemical cues released by predators, individuals
of one species might be unable to distinguish close relatives (congenerics in
our case) from conspecifics. One limitation of our approach is that all phylogenetic diversity treatments contained one species in common, Leptagrion
elongatum. It is possible that this species is more sensitive to the presence of
other predators, and therefore shows a larger effect in combination than would
other species in this community. However, this is the most common predator
in this community and our results indicate that its top-down effects are likely
to be frequently reduced by the presence of other predators.
In our experiment we did not see any effect of predator presence, nor
of increasing predator phylogenetic diversity, on ecosystem function (defined
here as Nitrogen cycling, detritus decomposition and bromeliad growth). This
was contrary to our predictions based on the results of Ngai and Srivastava
(2006), who found that adding predators to a community increased Nitrogen
cycling. While we did observe differences in prey consumption, the resulting
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changes in detritivore density did not cause differences in decomposition of
detritus. This difference may be due to leaf traits of the restinga vegetation. In
restinga vegetation, leaves are generally extremely tough and waxy, whereas
in rainforests, leaves tend to be softer – with the result that, in restinga, invertebrates are unable to consume leaves directly. Several lines of evidence
support this assertion. Romero and Srivastava (2010) studied the effects of
the spider Corinna gr. rubripes (Corinnidae) on bromeliad ecosystems. This
spider has no effect on the composition of detritivore communities, nor on decomposition rates, but increases nitrogen content in bromeliads, probably by
depositing feces or the carcasses of terrestrial prey. This indicates that restinga
bromeliads may derive less of their nitrogen from terrestrial detritus, but may
benefit more from terrestrial inputs. A separate experiment (GQ Romero, pers
comm) supports the hypothesis that lower decomposition in restinga is due
to plant traits. This second experiment contrasted decomposition caused by
invertebrates and bacteria with that caused by bacteria alone (by comparing
bagged detritus enclosed in coarse vs fine mesh). The experiment used two
species of detritus: leaves from a rainforest tree, and leaves from a restinga tree.
Invertebrates only caused an increase in decomposition for the rainforest tree,
not the restinga tree.
In most natural communities, multiple predator species co-occur and often
simultaneously affect prey species. By combining an observational study, laboratory trials, and a field experiment that controlled number and phylogenetic
diversity of predators we have shown that phylogenetic relatedness of species
can help predict some aspects of lower trophic level responses. An approach
based on phylogenetic diversity offers an organizing framework around which
to compare diverse datasets on the distribution, trophic interactions and combined effect of multiple predator species, to predict the top-down effect of
diverse predator assemblages.
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The biotic and abiotic causes of patch size response

4 .1

introduction

Many ecological communities exist across patchy habitats. In such communities, not all species are found in all patches – some are present in only
large patches, some only in small patches, others show a weak relationship to
patch size (Taylor, 1991; Lomolino, 2000). This variation in patch size response
has important community-level consequences. For example, preference for
different patch sizes may facilitate coexistence among similar species (Gilbert
et al., 2008). Variation among individual species in their response to patch size
also underlies the species-area relationship (Ovaskainen and Hanski, 2003).
Although such variation in response to patch size is common in nature, we
know little about what creates this variation. Part of the challenge is that
species’ response to patch size is determined by at least three different covariates of patch size: numerical effects, abiotic variation, and species interactions.
To understand how species are distributed across patches, we need to first
measure the extent to which each of these processes varies with patch size.
Some of the variation in species occurrence across patches is caused by numerical effects. Numerical effects are the combined result of two phenomena:
species differences in relative abundance (at the scale of the metacommunity),
and patch differences in capacity (at the level of a local patch within the
metacommunity). Rare species are more likely occur in larger patches, because
larger patches contain more individuals (Wright, 1991). Common species
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are also more likely to occur in larger patches, as larger patches may also
sustain larger populations, which in turn decreases demographic stochasticity
– making common species more likely to persist. These mechanisms do not
depend upon any specific traits of species (i.e. are stochastic with respect
to traits (Vellend et al., 2014)). Rare species might appear to prefer larger
patches, but this preference disappears when compared to the correct null
model (Srivastava et al., 2008). Therefore, when studying the distribution
of organisms along a patch size gradient, the first step is to estimate the
numerical effects associated with patch capacity and relative abundance.
Species occurrence in larger patches may also depend on the abiotic effects
which covary with patch size. Larger habitat patches may be more environmentally stable – for example, microclimatic variables in forest patches are
often less variable than smaller fragments (Matlack, 1993). Larger patches
may also be more productive (for example in the case of islands (Schoener,
1989)); this can increase the number of individuals and therefore the number
of species per island (Wylie and Currie, 1993; Kalmar and Currie, 2006). Larger
patches may have a decreased risk of disturbance, though this depends on the
system. For example, small Caribbean islands are often also low-lying, and
thus are frequently inundated by hurricanes (Schoener, 2001). In contrast,
large temperate islands are more frequently hit by lightening (Wardle et al.,
1997). These qualities of large patches can affect the probability that a given
species will colonize and establish in a patch.
Although numerical effects and abiotic factors can directly determine how
a focal species responds to patch size, such factors may also indirectly determine the response of a focal species by changing the surrounding food web.
Some species in this food web, such as competitors and often predators, can
reduce the persistence of the focal species; other species, such as facilitators
and even predators (in case of predator-mediated coexistence (Caswell, 1978)),
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can have the opposite effect. If we focus for the moment just on negative
species interactions, indirect effects of patch size may have a myriad of effects
on species incidence. If larger patches have more species of competitors and
predators (through either numerical or abiotic effects), then larger patches
may be more likely to contain a particular antagonistic species, reducing the
incidence of a focal species in such patches. For example, lizards are more
common in large glades in the Ozarks (southern USA), causing their preferred prey - grasshoppers and spiders - to occur disproportionately in small
glades (Östman et al., 2007; Ryberg and Chase, 2007). On the other hand,
the high species diversity in large patches may in itself stabilize populations.
Speciose communities may have more diffuse competitive and trophic interactions; such interactions have been shown to stabilize populations (Aschehoug
and Callaway, 2015; Rooney et al., 2006), potentially increasing the incidence
of our focal species in larger patches.
In any species-rich community, we expect there to be variation among
species in the role of numerical, abiotic and biotic processes underlying species’
responses to patch size. Each of these processes may have a phylogenetic
signal, if conserved traits of species determine relative abundance (numerical
effects), their environmental tolerances (abiotic effects) and their interspecific
interactions (biotic effects). This phylogenetic signal, however, may result
in closely related species either converging or diverging their response to
patch size. When numerical and abiotic processes dominate, we would expect
closely related species to be similarly sensitive to patch size because they share
the traits that determine abundance (e.g. intrinsic growth rates), environmental tolerance (e.g. drought resistance), or both. However, when biotic processes dominate, similarity in response between related species may depend
on the precise type of species interaction being considered. For example, when
closely related prey species share traits that determine predator resistance
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(Nyman et al., 2007), they may both occur in patches where predators are
absent. If predators are more common in larger patches, this would cause a
similar patch size response (caused by predators) in both prey species. On
the other hand, when closely related species share traits related to resource
acquisition, intense competition may result, thereby reducing the likelihood
of local co-occurrence (Webb et al., 2002). If resource availability is related
to patch size, regional coexistence of such species may be possible when
each species is the superior competitor within a different range of patch size.
Similarly, where predation risk changes with patch size, trade-offs between
predation resistance and competitive ability could also result in different patch
size associations of closely related species.

a

b

Incidence

1

c

0.5

0

A*

Habitat size

Fi g u re 4. 1: Incidence functions (a) estimate the probability of occurrence of
a species (y-axis) as a function of patch size. These functions can be estimated
using logistic regression, and can be parameterized with two values: A∗ (The
position of the inflection point) and x (the slope at the inflection point). Species
can differ in either of these parameters: in b, two species differ in their A∗
value, and in c they differ in x.
Variation in response to patch size can be quantified with incidence functions. Incidence functions describe how the occurrence, or incidence, of a
species changes over a gradient of patch size. This use of incidence functions
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originated with the study of birds on tropical islands (Diamond, 1986) and
has been extended to predicting parameters of the species-area relationship
(Ovaskainen and Hanski, 2003). The incidence function is usually modeled as
a logistic relationship between the probability of encountering a species and
habitat area. These S-shaped curves can be described by two parameters: A∗ ,
the size at which there is a 50% chance of a species occurring, and x, which is
proportional to the slope of the curve at that value (Figure 4.1). In other words,
A∗ describes the threshold size of patch in which a species is found, and x
describes the strength of patch size preference. These two ways of expressing
response to area give us a means to understand how species coexist along
a patch size gradient. Coexistence may be promoted in two ways: species
may partition the size gradient (different A∗ values), or species may form a
generalist-specialist pair (low and high x values respectively). Partitioning of
habitat gradients in general has been related to the coexistence of species, with
well-known examples including sticklebacks (Rundle et al., 2000), warblers
(MacArthur, 1958), and annual plants (Seabloom et al., 2003). Similarly, many
species coexist in specialist-generalist pairs along habitat gradients. For example, two coexisting parasitoids coexist because one, the inferior competitor, can
survive on less productive host populations (Amarasekare, 2000). Likewise, in
Eutamias chipmunks, two species coexist on an altitude gradient, with the
inferior competitor limited to higher, less productive elevations (Sheppard,
1971).
We tested three hypotheses related to patch size response. First, using
observational data, we account for numerical effects and test three hypotheses
about community-level patterns: (1) there is more variation among species in
patch size response than expected by chance. (2) differences between pairs of
species tend to be large, rather than small, in both their critical size threshold
(A∗ value) and the strength of preferences (x value). (3) that this divergence in
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patch size response is greater for close relatives. We then use an experiment
to test three hypotheses about species-level processes causing this betweenspecies variation: (4) species trade off their ability to tolerate environmental
conditions associated with different patch sizes with their ability to withstand
either competition or predation. (5) competition alone limits the distribution
of species along a gradient of patch sizes, or (6) predation alone limits the
distribution of species along a gradient of patch sizes.

4 .2
4. 2.1

methods
Study system

Bromeliads offer a useful system in which to study the effects of patch size
on species occurrence. Bromeliads (Bromeliaceae) are flowering plants found
throughout the Neotropics. Many members of the family form “tanks” in
their leaf wells, which collect rainwater and detritus. This phytotelmata is the
habitat for a community of specialized animals (Frank and Lounibos, 2009;
Benzing, 2000). The insect community contains a large number of species,
which are diverse in taxonomy and trophic positions. This aquatic habitat is
naturally patchy, and patches vary widely in volume (our measure of size)
by several orders of magnitude, ranging from very small (10s of ml) to quite
large (~4000 ml). This gradient of size correlates with a large number of abiotic
and biotic factors, including: drought risk (Amundrud and Srivastava, 2015);
habitat complexity (Srivastava, 2006); algal productivity (Marino et al., 2011);
detrital density (Richardson, 1999); and potentially, although undocumented,
water chemistry. The gradient of size is present at different spatial scales:
larger plants also have larger leaf wells. Some of these abiotic variables can
also affect species interactions. Habitat complexity affects the efficiency of
predators (Srivastava, 2006), whereas detritus and algae represent resources
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for many macroinvertebrates (Farjalla et al. 2016). The ease with which
bromeliads are sampled and manipulated makes them ideal systems for investigating differences between coexisting species in response to patch size.
Both observations and experiments were conducted in Parque Estadual da
Ilha do Cardoso (25o 03’ S, 47o 53’ W), a 22.5 ha island off the south coast
of São Paulo state, Brazil. We worked in a coastal forest (restinga) with an
understory dominated by Quesnelia arvensis Mez. (Bromeliaceae).

4 .2.2

Quantifying species variation in response to patch size

To quantify how species vary in response to patch size, we surveyed bromeliads of different size. In 2008 we collected 30 bromeliads, dissected them,
and collected the macroinvertebrates. “Size” is defined here as a bromeliad’s
maximum water-holding capacity; these bromeliads were chosen to equally
distribute their maximum capacity on a logarithmic scale. Maximum capacity
has been shown in other studies to be superior to other potential size metrics in
predicting bromeliad invertebrate communities (Srivastava et al., 2008; Marino
et al., 2011). We measured maximum volume by emptying a bromeliad, then
pouring a known volume of water into the bromeliad and subtracting the
overflow.
(1) Community-level variation in patch size response To quantify variation
in size response we calculated an unbiased measurement of average pairwise
differences in species responses, which requires two steps: first, estimating
average difference between species in patch size response from data, and second, comparing this community average to a null model. Step 1: We modeled
the presence of invertebrate species as a logistic function of maximum plant
volume (log transformed). We calculated two parameters from these logistic
curves: the inflection point – the “A∗ value” – and x, the slope of the linear
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predictor (Ovaskainen and Hanski, 2003). The “A∗ value” corresponds to the
plant volume with a 50% chance of species occurrence (i.e. the inflection point
of a logistic curve). We calculated A∗ values with the function dose.p from
the package MASS (Venables and Ripley, 2002). For every pair of species we
quantified the pairwise difference in their parameter values as the absolute
difference between the two species. We use absolute value to estimate the
difference, independent of the order of the subtraction.
Dbij = |bi − b j |
Where b is the parameter estimate (either A∗ or x) for each species (i and
j) in a pair.
To answer hypothesis (1) (more variation among species in patch size
response than expected by chance). We calculated the average patch size
response as the average difference between all pairs of species in their Dbij
values (i.e. we repeated this calculation once for A∗ and again for x).
(2) Divergence between species pairs in patch size response In order to
answer hypothesis (2) (species pairs tend to be divergent, rather than convergent), we used a test statistic for the difference in patch size response between
two species. This test statistic is again the absolute value of the difference
between two parameter estimates (as in Dbij ) but is divided by the pooled
standard error for each parameter estimate:
Tbij = q

| bi − b j |
SEb2 + SEb2
i

j

Where SEbi is the standard error of parameter b for species i. This statistic
has a small value when species are convergent in the value of their estimates,
and a large value when they are divergent.
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In order to test the significance of this test statistic, we require an appropriate null distribution. Step 2: Species abundances can create spurious patterns
in measurements of patch size response; we therefore compared our statistic to
the distribution expected under the hypothesis of random dispersal. We generated this distribution by randomization of the observational data. In each null
simulation, we randomly shuffled individual invertebrates among bromeliads,
stopping when a bromeliad contained the same number of individuals as in
our observation. This approach therefore maintains both the total number of
individuals in each species (fixed across all simulations), and the total number
of individuals in each bromeliad (fixed across all simulations). The resulting
simulations contain only the effects of bromeliad size on species composition
– that is, it removes any species-specific preference for a particular bromeliad
size, and any pattern of association between species (Ulrich and Gotelli, 2012).
This null model is necessary because sampling effects can create large values
of Dbij . For example, rare species tend to have a higher observed A∗ value,
merely because they are more likely to be found in a large bromeliad with
high abundance (Srivastava et al., 2008). We repeated this randomization 999
times.
For every null simulation we re-calculated both TAij∗ and Txij for all species
pairs. We calculated a randomization p-value as the proportion of simulations
that were more extreme than our observed Tbij value for each parameter.
(3) Do close relatives show more similar, or more different, size responses?
Finally we tested the hypothesis that closely related species pairs have larger
values of Dbij than more distantly related taxa. We grouped pairs of species
into three taxonomic groups, depending on the lowest taxonomic rank they
share: pairs of species in the same Order, Family and Genus. We tested
hypothesis (3) with a linear regression of Dbij as a function of the lowest
taxonomic rank of each pair. Because these points are not independent (i.e. the
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same species can occur in multiple pairs), we then tested the significance of
the slope with a randomization test, by randomly permuting the taxonomic
groups 999 times.

4. 2.3

Causes of different size responses – field experiment

If a pair of taxa – even close relatives – show significant differences in patch
size response, this indicates that processes other than numerical effects are
driving this variation. Do these species respond differently to environmental variation (i.e. to patch size itself) or to species interactions (presence of
competitors and predators) or both? We chose one such species pair for
our experiment: Polypedilum kaingang and Polypedilum marcondesi (Diptera:
Chironomidae). We contrasted the performance (combined survival and emergence) of these two congeneric chironomids. This is a particularly interesting
species pair, as P. kaingang is a patch size generalist whereas P. marcondesi
occurs disproportionately in large bromeliads.
To measure the effect of the abiotic gradient, we transplanted these two
species of Polypedilum species across this bromeliad size gradient. We estimated the size threshold for the two Polypedilum species as 500ml, and found
10 bromeliads which were larger and 10 smaller than this threshold. In order
to determine the volume of these plants without disturbing their insect community, we used allometric equations based on the number of leaves: plants
with < 35 leaves were categorized as “small”, plants with > 45 leaves as “large”.
We used plastic centrifuge tubes to create controlled environments within each
leaf well. Tube sizes were chosen to imitate the approximate volume of a
leaf well: 15 ml tubes for small plants, and 50 ml tubes for large plants. In
each bromeliad, we placed 4 plastic centrifuge tubes (see below) in randomly
chosen leaf wells within each bromeliad.
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To measure the effect of the biotic gradient (presence of competitors and
predators) each of the 4 tubes in each bromeliad received one of four “community treatments”. These treatments were chosen to measure the effect of
predators and competitors on these two species of Polypedilum. We used two
“alone” treatments, 5 individuals P. marcondesi or 5 individuals P. kaingang;
one “competition” treatment, both species together (10 individuals total); and
one “competition and predation” treatment – both together with a predator
(a damselfly larvae, Leptagrion elongatum). Each bromeliad (small or large)
received all treatments (n = 10 bromeliads per treatment).
We attempted to create experimental tubes that mimicked the abiotic conditions of a natural leaf as closely as possible. We randomly selected waterfilled leaves within each experimental bromeliad. We collected the water and
thoroughly removed all visible macroinvertebrates, then allowed the water
and detritus to sit in the lab for a minimum of 12 hours before searching
again. This allowed any animals which were in early stages (eggs or larvae) to
be removed. In order to preserve the community of the leaf well as much as
possible (e.g. bacterial communities, particle size distribution of detritus, etc),
we did not filter this water. We transferred this water to an experimental tube,
which was placed deep in the original leaf well. Tubes isolated the water from
the bromeliad environment, but had tubes with large holes in the side, covered
with NytexTM mesh (0.5mm). The mesh let water flow into the tube from the
bromeliad, maintaining the water chemistry within the tube. The tubes were
also capped with a mesh bag, which allowed us to capture emerging adults.
We measured performance of each species by recording the emerged adults
each day for 60 days. We also counted surviving larvae at the end of the
experiment; the sum of emerged adults and surviving larvae is our measure
of performance.
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We analyzed performance of each species with a linear mixed-effects model,
after log transforming the performance response.

We included treatment

(each species alone, with a competitor, or with a competitor and a predator)
and bromeliad size as fixed factors, and bromeliad identity as a random
factor. We fit these models using the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al.,
2016) in the R statistical language (R Core Team, 2015). We defined a priori
contrasts to test specific hypotheses about the effects of different factors on
chironomid performance. To quantify the effect of predators on performance,
we contrasted our predator and competitor treatment with the competitor-only
treatment (“predator absent” contrast). To quantify the effect of competitors,
we contrasted the mean of both treatments with competitors (with and without
predators) with the control treatment (no competitors or predators). This was
our “competitor absent” treatment.

4 .3

results

We observed 21 morphospecies of aquatic larvae in the 2008 survey, of which
17 could be identified enough for our taxonomic analysis (Figure 4.2). On
average, pairs of species were more divergent in their response to patch size
than would be expected by simple numerical effects, whether we considered
threshold patch size (A∗ , Figure 4.3) or the strength of patch size preference
(x, Figure 4.3). Specifically, we found that all taxa were either non-significant
or divergent in these two measures of their response to patch size (i.e. there
were no significantly convergent values).

4. 3.1

Observed patch size differences and taxonomic relatedness

Taxa that were more closely related tended to differ more in their size thresholds (A∗ values) than more distantly related taxa (slope = 602, Figure 4.4).
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Fi g u re 4. 2: Macroinvertebrates in bromeliads vary in two different
responses to patch size. Points are parameter estimates ± standard error
for all species in the observational dataset. Points are ranked from lowest to
highest for each estimate. Point size is in proportion to the fraction of patches
(bromeliads) that a species occupies. Note that A∗ values outside the range of
sampled bromeliads (8 to ca. 2800 ml) were extrapolated from our regressions.
ne point (the lowest A∗ value) is omitted for clarity.
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Fi g u re 4.3: Most species pairs differ from the null expectation. Histograms
show the distribution of P-values corresponding to pairwise tests of the null
hypothesis of no difference between species. Tbij represents the test statistic
for both patch size threshold (A∗ ) and strength of patch size preference (x).
Each observed value is compared against the null distribution for that species
pair (999 replications). Values to the left of the dashed line are p < 0.05.
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between the two species. A∗ is the inflection point of the incidence function,
while x is its slope. Black dots indicate observed species pairs; black line
shows a linear regression of Dbij as a function of taxonomic rank. However,
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size. That is, their incidence functions show a strong difference in their x
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Fi g u re 4. 6: Treatment means for total performance (surviving larvae +
emergences) for both Polypedilum marcondesi and Polypedilum kaingang. P.
marcondesi is a large-bromeliad “specialist” (with high x) and P. kaingang is
a bromeliad size “generalist” ( low x). Points show means and bootstrapped
confidence intervals. Specific hypotheses regarding each treatment are tested
with specific contrasts (see Figure 4.7)
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treatment levels. The absence of predators increases prey emergence, while
the presence of competitors had no effect.
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Observed species pairs (especially congenerics) had greater differences in critical size than expected from variation in relative abundance alone but this
difference is not different from a null expectation (p = 0.0681, Figure 4.4).
Taxa that were more closely related tended to be more similar in x (slope
= 0.009, Figure 4.4). This does not differ from the null expectation (p = 0.18,
Figure 4.2).
After testing the broad patterns between taxonomic relatedness and patch
size preferences, we then focused specifically on the four congeneric pairs in
this community. Congeneric species showed significant differences in either
their critical size thresholds or their strength of preference (Figure 4.3). All
congeneric pairs except Polypedilum sp. showed significant differences in their
patch size thresholds (A∗ values). This pattern is reversed for the x: no
congeneric pairs except Polypedilum sp. showed a difference in the strength
of habitat size preference (x values). Incidence functions for these two taxa are
shown in Figure 4.5.

4. 3.2

Experimental results

We contrasted the performance (combined survival and emergence) of two
congeneric chironomids: Polypedilum kaingang and Polypedilum marcondesi. This
is a particularly interesting species pair, as P. kaingang is a patch size generalist
whereas P. marcondesi occurs disproportionately in large bromeliads (Figure
4.5).
We crossed our biotic treatments (i.e. presence of predator and competitor) with bromeliad size, to test the hypothesis that these factors are more
important in smaller plants. In this design, this hypothesis can be tested by
looking at the interaction between bromeliad size and experimental treatments.
However, we found no interaction between bromeliad size and experimental
treatment on the performance of P. kaingang (F2,74 = 3.0, p = 0.0558), nor in
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P. marcondesi (F2,74 = 1.8, p = 0.176). This indicates that biotic effects may be
constant for these Polypedilum species, regardless of bromeliad size.
Plant size reduced the performance of P. marcondesi (F2,74 = 5.9, p = 0.017),
but not P. kaingang (F2,74 = 2.5, p = 0.1274, Figure 4.7).
Chironomid performance was always greater in predator-free treatments.
Predators reduced survival by 73% in P. marcondesi and reduced performance
by 95% in P. kaingang (see Figure 4.6 for treatment means and confidence
intervals, see Figure 4.7 for within-factor contrasts and confidence intervals).
Overall our community factor had a significant impact on chironomid performance (P. marcondesi, F2,74 = 4.7, p = 0.012; P. kaingang, F2,74 = 7.1, p = 0.0019).
This effect was driven by predators; competitors had no effect on either species
(Figure 4.7).

4 .4

discussion

Differences between species in their response to patch size is the result of
three processes: numerical effects, biotic interactions, and abiotic tolerances.
We use a combined approach to quantify all three of these processes. First,
we measured species responses to patch size based on two parameters (A∗
of incidence function), and the strength of that preference (x of incidence
function). We then compared differences in these two parameters between all
pairs of species with a null model of random assembly. We found that a large
part of the variation (proportions or species pairs) among species could not
be attributed to numerical effects. We then chose a species pair (Polypedilum
marcondesi and P. kaingang), which showed strong differences in their strength
of preference for patch size (x) despite being congenerics. To understand the
causes of this difference, we used a field experiment to measure the responses
of each species to abiotic and biotic factors. We found that this species pair
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showed equivalent responses to predators, and no effects on each other. The
two species do show different responses to the abiotic environment in bromeliads of different sizes: the large-patch specialist has reduced performance in
small patches, while the generalist performs equally well in bromeliads of
all sizes. This difference in response occurs despite their close phylogenetic
similarity, suggesting that close relatives coexist at least in part via different
environmental tolerances, a difference that was hinted at in their significant
numerical effects.

4. 4.1

Observational data and taxonomy

On average, species pairs differ in their response to bromeliad size more than
expected from numerical effects alone. Differences in numerical response are
caused by variation among species in their relative abundance within the metacommunity and differences among patches in their size. This variation is also
contained in our null models, allowing us to measure the differences between
pairs of species against the variation caused by numerical effects alone. We
found that multiple species pairs show significant differences. Specifically,
one third of species pairs differed in A∗ , and almost half in x. However,
no pairs were more similar than expected by chance. This pattern indicates
that the community as a whole is more divergent than expected by numerical
effects. Because numerical effects alone cannot explain differences in species
responses, another process may be creating that variation – either interactions
between species (biotic) or between species and their environment (abiotic).
If differences in size response are caused by species interactions, then those
differences may be correlated with phylogenetic distance. This explanation
relies on the combined effects of phylogenetic conservatism and limiting similarity: species that share more evolutionary history are more similar in their
traits, and thus likely limited in their ability to coexist. Therefore, closely
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related species tend not to co-occur, instead diverging along an ecological
axis that minimizes competition. To investigate this possibility we examined
the relationship between similarity in taxonomy and similarity in habitat size
response. We found a non-significant trend for one pair of closely related
species (especially congeneric species) to show larger differences in threshold
patch size (A∗ ). It is possible that with only four congeneric pairs we simply
did not have enough power to achieve significance. If real, such a pattern
would be consistent with some negative interactions among close relatives.
But even then, to convincingly attribute our results to phylogenetic patterns in
competitive exclusion, a number of assumptions would have to be made. First,
we must assume that traits correlated with competition are phylogenetically
conserved (Swenson, 2011). Second, we must assume that our taxonomic categories are good representations of phylogenetic relationships – which may not
be true in this case, especially since taxonomic information was unattainable
for many individuals. Third, a phylogenetic explanation assumes that species
exclude each other through competition (Narwani et al., 2015). However, competitive exclusion may be rarer than ecologists assume, either because interand intra-specific competition are similar (Hubbell, 1997), or because strong
top-down effects preclude resource limitation of intermediate trophic levels
(Holt and Hoopes, 2004). Indeed, patch size preferences can sometimes be
driven by predator avoidance, where predators are found in large bromeliads
(Hammill et al., 2015). Both predators and prey are found in most taxonomic
categories (except genus) in this system, so predation may have offset any
phylogenetic pattern due to competitive exclusion. In short, observational
data can indicate which species pairs differ from a null expectation, but cannot identify the mechanism – their different sensitivities to abiotic and biotic
correlates of bromeliad size. We now turn to our manipulative experiment to
explore these abiotic and biotic mechanisms.
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4. 4.2

Abiotic and biotic mechanisms affecting incidence functions

Once numerical effects are accounted for, a deeper understanding of why
species differ in their response to patch size requires us to distinguish abiotic
from biotic mechanisms. This is only possible with manipulative experiments.
Here we decoupled interspecific competition and predation from abiotic differences between small and large bromeliads, by experimentally manipulating
one pair of congeneric chironomids. This species pair was divergent in the
strength of their response to patch size (x): one a patch size specialist (P.
marcondesi) and the other a patch size generalist (P. kaingang).
If the two species do not compete, this difference in x could originate from
differences in their abiotic tolerances. Specifically, the species with the lower
value of x (P kaingang) may tolerate a broad range of habitat conditions, while
the species with a higher x (P. marcondesi) may do well only in large plants. We
found a statistical effect that supports this biological mechanism: the specialist
shows a significant decline in performance in small habitats, while the generalist performs well everywhere. Although the 95% CIs of this bromeliad size
effect overlapped between the two species, this actually matches the biological
hypothesis of a generalist-specialist pair, wherein the fundamental niche of the
generalist includes the fundamental niche of the specialist. These results are
based on contrasting the effect of large vs. small bromeliads across all biotic
treatments. However, we also found interesting interactions within our biotic
treatments, specifically a marginally insignificant, positive effect of bromeliad
size on P. kaingang performance when chironomid density was high. This
interaction hints that environment might interact with chironomid density to
differentially affect the performance of this generalist species.
Bromeliad size had direct effects on P. marcondesi performance that were
not mediated by other species. What aspect of the bromeliad environment
drove this size effect for P. marcondesi, but not P. kaingang? There are four
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environmental variables that change as bromeliads become larger: the probability of drought decreases (Amundrud and Srivastava, 2015), habitat complexity increases (Srivastava, 2006), and algal and detrital densities both increase
(Richardson, 1999; Marino et al., 2011). Drought cannot explain our results
because our plants did not dry out during the experiment. Habitat complexity
(i.e. the division of water by bromeliad leaves) cannot either, because it is a
property of whole bromeliads and our experiment was limited to tubes in
individual leaf wells. However, the resources in these tubes reflected those
of the entire plant. In this site, chironomids in general are known to obtain
their carbon from both detrital and algal sources (Farjalla et al. 2016). Algae is a higher-quality food source than detrital tree leaves, containing both
more nutrients and essential fatty acids (Torres-Ruiz et al., 2007). Since larger
bromeliads have higher algal concentrations (Marino et al., 2011), one possible
scenario is that P. marcondesi is a better forager on algae than P. kaingang ,
which increases its performance in large plants.
We expected that specializing on large bromeliads would come at the cost
of increased predation risk. In this field site, like many other sites with
predatory damselflies, the total biomass of predators increases faster than
prey biomass with bromeliad size, suggesting strong top-down effects in large
bromeliads (Petermann et al., 2015a). Behavioural responses to predators are
already known to underlie coexistence between two genera of mosquito larvae
in this system. Wyeomyia and Culex larvae forage at the same vertical height
in the water column but appear to coexist by utilizing, respectively, small
and large bromeliads (Gilbert et al., 2008). Wyeomyia is able to withstand the
frequent droughts of small bromeliads by having high tolerance of drought
at egg (Dézerald et al., 2015) and larval (Amundrud and Srivastava, 2015)
stages. Culex is able to withstand the high predation risk of large bromeliads
by sensing damselfly kairomones and altering its behaviour in response (Ham-
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mill et al., 2015). However, a similar tradeoff between drought and predator
tolerance is unlikely to explain the coexistence of P. marcondesi and P. kaingang
, as both species were equally sensitive to predation in our tube experiment as
well as in previous whole bromeliad experiments (Letaw, 2016, unpubl. data).
This study focuses on explaining species differences in incidence functions, but it has implications for understanding species-area relationships as
well. Theoretical studies have demonstrated how the species-area relationship
can be derived from individual incidence functions (Ovaskainen and Hanski,
2003). Here we show that variance among the incidence functions within a
community may be driven by different responses to the same abiotic environment, and there is a tendency for taxonomic similarity to also play a role.
Understanding the determinants of incidence functions is essential to building
a mechanistic model of species-area relationships, one that explicitly includes
phylogenetic and food web structure of the metacommunity. Species-area relationships of prey have previously been shown to be altered by the top-down
effects of predators (Ryberg and Chase, 2007). For example, Ostman et al.
(2007) suggested that predators reduce the slope of species-area relationships
by favouring more resistant prey in the large patches where predators are
found. Our results expand on this hypothesis, by suggesting that differences
in the abiotic tolerance of prey may also be important.
In summary, in this study we showed that differences between species in
their incidence functions can be explained in terms of differences in their
regional relative abundances, in abiotic tolerances, or in biotic interactions.
Specifically, when we accounted for differences in relative abundances, differences in incidence functions persisted, indicating that bromeliad size must
covary with an abiotic or biotic gradient. Species coexisting on a single habitat
gradient may do so if they partition the gradient (i.e. with different optima), or
if they form a generalist-specialist pair. In this system, we found evidence for
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both strategies in the community as a whole, but that most congeneric pairs
differed in their optimal habitat patch size. When we explored in depth the
mechanisms for a habitat generalist-specialist pair of species, we found this
difference in niche breath was caused by different abiotic tolerances rather
than the biotic effects of predators or competitors. Understanding the mechanisms that create variation among species in their incidence is critical to
understanding how variation in patch size affects species persistence in a
metacommunity.
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Conclusion

5 .1

overview of results

What creates variation among ecological communities? In this thesis I have
attempted to first demonstrate a number of patterns using observations, then
showed that these patterns are non-trivial with an appropriate null model,
and finally tested those patterns with controlled field experiments. In Chapter
2, I showed that organisms of different size respond to different degrees to
the same environmental gradient. Bacterial communities changed very little
in response to habitat differences among bromeliads, while larger organism
types (zooplankton and insects) changed much more. In Chapter 3, I demonstrated how predator phylogenetic diversity affects ecosystem function and
prey density in a bromeliad system. I showed that unrelated predators show
a nonadditive and negative effect on prey (detritivore) survival. However,
this change in prey density (i.e. detritivore density) did not generate an effect
on ecosystem function. In Chapter 4, I showed that related animals tend to
be more different in their habitat size distribution than expected by chance. I
demonstrated that, in the case of two similar chironomid larvae, this difference
is caused by their different responses to the environment: the two congenerics
form a generalist-specialist pair, with otherwise equivalent interactions with
each other and with predators.
Ecologists are confronted by a striking diversity of species compositions,
even within the same community type: not all species are present everywhere,
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and even within local scales patches contain only some of the possible species
pool. Where does this variation come from? It is created by a combination
of processes, some of which are purely numerical or stochastic, others which
are deterministic. Vellend (Vellend, 2010) suggests that all the many processes
which ecologists have considered as causes of this variation may be placed
into four categories: ecological selection, drift, speciation and dispersal. My
thesis is an attempt to detect the pattern of ecological selection (i.e. the most
deterministic of these processes, defined below) on a particular part of the
life cycle of these organisms: the part spent within the bromeliad mesocosm.
However, the results I have obtained and the patterns I have observed are also
connected to the other three processes. I will rely on Vellend’s framework to
organise the remainder of this discussion.

5 .2

ecological sel ection

Ecological selection comprises those processes which favour the occurrence of
one species over others. This encompasses such processes as “habitat filtering”
(Chapter 2), “niche partitioning” (Chapter 4) and species interactions (Chapter
3). Ecological selection is distinct from natural selection in that it deals with
the persistence of species through time by demographic processes, not the
persistence of genes through time through inheritance. The environmental
conditions of a local community can determine at least some of the composition of the species found there. In my thesis I used the naturally patchy
mesocosms found in bromeliads to examine how variation in community
composition arises. Bromeliads are spatially structured – each individual
bromeliad is a discrete patch of habitat which varies in local environmental
characteristics and colonization histories, and this composite of abiotic and
biotic variables can combine to influence community composition.
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Abiotic variables determining species composition can vary at different
spatial scales. In Chapter 2 and 4 I measured the effect of the abiotic environment at two scales – among different bromeliad species in different habitats (Chapter 2) and among different sizes of the same bromeliad species
(Chapter 4). Both chapters report that associated environmental differences
influence the survival of macroinvertebrate larvae. Interestingly, this common role of environmental limitation was found even though the two chapters differ in both the scale of the gradient and the scale of the taxonomic
diversity in the animals considered. The experiment in Chapter 2 used a
very “steep” environmental gradient – different bromeliads in different parts
of the habitat – and considered responses among all the macroinvertebrates
(across several orders). In contrast, Chapter 4 examined a relatively subtle
environmental gradient (bromeliads of different size, but the same species)
and likewise contrasted two species which were very similar in both taxonomy
and morphology (Polypedilum). The study in Chapter 2 (regarding organism
size and environmental filtering) presented a more coarse-grained view, reducing the variation within a habitat type to a single factor level (i.e. bromeliad
species/habitat type). Such a study might have concluded that very similar
macroinvertebrates (e.g. P. marcondesi and P. kaingang) are able to coexist at
that scale. However, Chapter 4 shows that within a single broad “habitat type”
(i.e. the same bromeliad species in the same general habitat), the environmental differences across different sizes are still important enough to separate
these two species. These two studies illustrate that the effects of ecological
determinism (ecological selection sensu Vellend) caused by the environment is
very dependent on the spatial and taxonomic scale being studied.
Biotic interactions can also impose ecological selection on the composition
of a local community. Negative interactions in particular can create ecological selection, by limiting local composition to only those species which can
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tolerate the interactions. Competition is frequently considered an important
negative interaction within trophic levels. However, I recovered very little
evidence for this process in my field experiments. In Chapter 4, I did not
detect any significant effect of competition between two functionally similar
Polypedilum larvae. There was more evidence for negative interactions within
a trophic level in chapter 3, where I showed that diverse predator assemblages
actually consume less prey than monocultures. This is not resource competition, but rather a kind of predator-predator interference, possibly caused
by the risk of intraguild predation. Perhaps because of the small, confined
nature of bromeliad communities, such nonconsumptive effects are common
between species, and can have far-reaching consequences on both rates of
predation and the functioning of the entire ecosystem (Atwood et al., 2014).
Even if competition is important among bromeliad invertebrates, coexistence
may not be dependent on partitioning an environmental gradient - for example, bromeliad size, or different bromeliad species. In fact, divergence along
gradients can sometimes result in competitive exclusion rather than coexistence (Mayfield and Levine, 2010). If habitat partitioning of close relatives
is necessary for coexistence, abiotic tolerance traits must be more labile than
traits relating to competition. While this may occur in allopatric speciation, the
opposite pattern is expected in the case of sympatric speciation. Although the
evolutionary biogeography of bromeliad macroinvertebrates is still unknown,
there are examples of speciation within bromeliads – e.g. among Dysticid
beetles, whose association with bromeliads extends back millions of years
(Balke et al., 2008) – and colonization of new species from completely different
habitats – i.e. mosquito species switched to bromeliads from small container
habitats (Kitching, 2001).
By far the most important negative interaction was predation. Predators
are an important part of the bromeliad community in most parts of the world,
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and particularly on Ilha do Cardoso (the field site for Chapters 3 and 4) where
they are more numerous, and more diverse, than anywhere else where formal
bromeliad surveys have been conducted (Bromeliad Working Group, unpub.
data). Despite having strong impacts on prey survival, these predators imposed only weak ecological selection on the invertebrate community – consuming prey, but stochastically (i.e. not creating variation in species composition:
Chapter 4). However, predators did interact with each other in a negative way,
resulting in less overall predation when predator diversity was high(Chapter
3). Note that there was no variation in predation effects in Chapter 2, since
all bromeliads contained homogeneous communities (each containing at least
one predator). However, because predators may respond differently than their
prey to the same environmental gradient – e.g., via changes in their metabolic
rates at higher temperatures – some of the environmental effect we observed
might have been in part the effect of predation. This would be analogous
to the previously-shown indirect effects of drought on bromeliad insects via
loss of predators (Amundrud and Srivastava, 2015). These results (from all
three chapters) suggest that predators are able to have profound effects on
bromeliad communities once animals have colonized.

5 .2.1

Taxonomy

Biotic and abiotic variables only create deterministic selection on species assemblages when species vary in traits that determine their response. However,
trait data are often lacking, as measurements of species and individuals are
rare. Often, ecologists use patterns of phylogenetic diversity as a proxy for
traits. In this framework, closely related species are assumed to have similar
resource acquisition traits, and therefore are likely to competitively exclude
each other. However, close relatives might also be very similar in their environmental tolerance traits and therefore may be likely to co-occur as they
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respond in the same way to the same environmental gradient. The bromeliad
fauna of Cardoso lacks a good phylogeny, and therefore I have used taxonomic
categories as a loose guide. This requires the assumption that our taxonomic
categories are good representations of phylogenetic relationships. Such an
assumption may be problematic. The invertebrate taxa found in bromeliads
differ in divergence times by more than 200 million years, so branch lengths
within a particular taxonomic level may be very different. In Chapter 3, we
tried to deal with this by using published estimates for the dates of important
nodes in the phylogeny of predaceous taxa. Incomplete taxonomy poses
a second problem: some of our taxa are identified only to morphospecies,
meaning that there may be more congeneric pairs in this community than we
considered. This would bias our results if we have identified only the most
morphologically distinct subset of congenerics, missing cryptic congenerics
which have been argued to interact more neutrally (Siepielski et al., 2010).
On the other hand, if our selection of congenerics was unbiased, then future
identification of congenerics would only strengthen the power of our analysis
in Chapter 4. More generally, phylogenetic community ecology assumes that
species exclude each other through competition (Narwani et al., 2015). However, competitive exclusion may be more rare than ecologists assume, either
because inter- and intra-specific competition are similar (Hubbell, 1997), or
because strong top-down effects preclude resource limitation of intermediate
trophic levels (Holt and Hoopes, 2004). Therefore, we caution against inferring
competition as the driver of the pattern without evidence of prior competition
(Cahill et al., 2008).
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5 .3

other ecological processes

In all chapters of this thesis, I have tried to measure deterministic processes.
However, there are three other processes which can create variation in community composition: dispersal, speciation, and drift. While none of these
processes are directly measured in my thesis, they are all controlled for, or
otherwise inform subsequent analysis. More importantly, as the other three
processes create variation in natural communities, they are critical future areas
of study. Below, I briefly summarize how my methods control for these effects,
and also how my results suggest hypotheses for how they may act in this
system.

5. 3.1

Dispersal

While the abiotic and biotic environments can determine survival of organisms
once they are found in bromeliads, the composition of these communities is
also determined by which animals arrive in the first place. Dispersal can be
either active or passive. In bromeliads, passive dispersal is usually the action
of vectors, such as birds or frogs, which move from plant to plant. Active
dispersal usually takes the form of a female insect laying eggs in a nonrandom
way. Females may select bromeliads based on their presumed habitat quality
for their offspring. I did not measure female oviposition behaviour directly,
but rather the conditions for larval survival. However, since oviposition behaviour may be an adaptation to optimize larval performance, the results of
these experiments suggest future hypotheses about how female insects select
oviposition sites.
If female choices are adaptations to maximize larval survival, they may
avoid habitats where their larvae face predation or unsuitable environments.
For example, female insects of many species will avoid ovipositing eggs into
bromeliads with predators inside them (Hammill et al., 2015) or above them
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(Romero and Srivastava, 2010). These non-consumptive effects can be equal
in magnitude to the effects of predation itself. In a series of feeding trials
(Chapter 3), I found that damselflies consumed more individuals and more
species than other predator taxa. This strong effect of damselfly predation
corroborates previous results from multiple sites (Petermann et al., 2015a) and
helps explain why adults avoid ovipositing in bromeliads with damselflies.
However, the results of Chapter 3 suggest a new question. Chapter 3 showed
that damselflies lower their feeding rate when in the presence of other predators. If so, then this suggests that the identity of the predator(s) in bromeliads
is important for determining the expected amount of predation, and therefore
may influence oviposition decisions by adults. For example, avoidance of damselflies might be lessened by the presence of a leech or tabanid. Predator colonization may also be directly affected: the female damselflies may themselves
avoid other predators. This raises the tantalizing prospect of a behaviourallymediated trophic cascade, where fear drives multiple interactions between
trophic levels. Understanding which colonizing species are important, and
the relative importance of colonization vs. within-bromeliad predation, will
require more detailed field experiments.

5. 3.2

Speciation

While evolutionary history (as approximated by phylogeny and taxonomy)
may correlate with existing trait variation that is important in communities,
where do these traits come from in the first place? Speciation introduces
new species, which might have different traits than those already existing
in communities. Some organisms found in bromeliads have close relatives
that live in other habitats (e.g. caddisflies), while other organisms belong
to whole clades of bromeliad specialists, which speciated after adapting to
bromeliads (e.g. Mecistogaster spp. damselflies). Integrating local ecology
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with patterns of speciation – or, similarly, asking how historical contingency
shapes contemporary responses – has been suggested as an important future
direction in community phylogenetics. Gerhold et al. ? call these approaches
“phylogenetic-pattern-as-response” vs “phylogenetic-pattern-as-cause”. Understanding the historical phylogeography of bromeliads would place the
results from studies of species interactions (such as Chapter 3 and 4) into
context, allowing us to relate, for example, interaction strength to the time
of association of two species. In order to fully exploit this advantage of
bromeliads, we would first need a more complete taxonomy and a better
phylogeny of the identified species.

5. 3.3

Drift

Drift is the most difficult ecological process to measure, but might be especially
important in small, fragmented habitats like bromeliads. Drift is caused by the
random sequence of demographic events in the life cycle of organisms, including death, reproduction and dispersal. Drift therefore generates variation in
bromeliad communities from the moment propagules arrive in bromeliads.
Even when dispersal is active, the number of eggs a female oviposits in a
bromeliad may vary among species and bromeliads. Chironomids, for example, can produce between 80 and 200 eggs (). We have little information about
demographic rates after oviposition, although studies like that described in
Chapter 4 can help us to measure growth and emergence rates. However such
demographic studies are difficult to do for the many species in a multispecies
community. One option for quantifying the role of drift in multispecies communities is to instead compare compositional change in identical communities
over time (Vellend, 2010). The importance of drift may also vary across the
range of bromeliaceae (across the Neotropics). The null simulations I performed in this research (e.g. Chapter 4) highlight that the patterns we detect
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are the result of two different statistical distributions: first, the distribution
bromeliad sizes and second, the relative abundance distribution of bromeliaddwelling animals.

Across habitats, bromeliad size distributions will vary

depending on site characteristics and traits of the bromeliad species present.
Meanwhile, the shape of the relative abundance distribution of insects also
varies across sites. Since drift is most important for rare species and in small
habitat patches, the shape of these two distributions may be very important in
determining the degree to which drift structures communities.
In summary, in this thesis I demonstrated that both the abiotic and the
biotic environment determine the community composition of invertebrates.
Across habitats, invertebrates are more sensitive to environmental variation
than zooplankton and bacteria. Within a habitat, bromeliads of different sizes
may have different environments, with animals showing specialist-generalist
responses to this habitat axis. Biotic interactions, especially predation, act
within and between trophic levels to influence community composition and/or
abundance. Each chapter of this thesis has demonstrated a pattern in species
distribution against a null model, then quantified the interactions that might
have caused this pattern. Both approaches are key to describing and explaining the diversity of community types we see in nature.
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